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Chapter 1
Introduction
MUDs, or :Multi-User Dungeons, are text-based online multiplayer roleplaying games.
Players type commands that allow t.hem to interact with other players in a virtual
world, and also interact with the world itself, for example, picking up objects or
casting spells.
The goal of The Coolest MUD Ever (CME) was to build the basis of an event
driven and completely extensible MUD engine with unheard of levels of environmental
realism. Whereas other MUDs are organized as a set of distinct nodes in which
gameplay occurs exclusively of each other node, my MUD will blur the lines between
nodes. While pla.yers still navigate between set points, actions are not necessa.rily
exclusive to a single node.

Depending on environmental factors such as lighting,

landscape and weather, players may be able to see and hear what is going on in the
surroundi ng area.
Adclitionally, in CME world designers are able to easily add new elements to
their creations via an embedded scripting language. Agents, minigames, and new
commands are all possible without even delving into the base source code. To enable
this, Ruby, an easy-to-use object-oriented scripting language with some very nice
features, was selected as an implementation language.
To evaluate CME, a test world was built that models the Seeley G. Mudd Science
1
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Building, which houses the Computer Science department at Colby College. The
complexities of the environment showed various weaknesses and bugs in the initial
implementation of CME, leading to further development of more advanced tech.niques
for produc.ing environmental realism.
After working through the various problems that cropped up, it was shown that
environmental realism is in fact quite possible and feasible within a

~'1UD.

CME is

clearly far from perfect, but it does create a huge domain of new possibilities for the
kinds of virtual worlds that can be modelled within a MUD.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

MUD Vocabulary

When talking in detail a.bout Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs) there's a set of concept.s
that should be understood:

room/node A room (or node in CME terminology) is the smallest unit of space
within a MUD. All movement is done between nodes, and most interaction is
typically done between players together in a node. Despite the nomenclature of
"room," multiple rooms in a MUD may be used to model a single logical room
within the world if the room is large or complex.
exit An exit is a keyword that links one node to another. Usually these are preset
and include 'l1orth," "south," "easL" "west," "up," and "dowu."

zone A zone is a logical grouping of nodes that belong to a certain area. This could
be a castle, to""-o, forest, or anything of that sort. Data for different zones is
often stored in separa.te files so they can be distributed by their authors to be
included in different MUDs if the author is so inclined.
mobile A mobile is a generic name for anything that moves around 'within the world,
including players, monsters, and non-playjng characters.
3
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item An item is exactly what it sounds like and can include weapons, armor, potions,
food, clothing, backpacks, and other things that mobiles can pick up and use.
Items might also include statues, tables, or other large things that players may
be able to interact with, but not actually carry.
The the start of a MUDing session places the player in a node. The player must
navigate between nodes using the exit keywords repeatedJy in order to move around.
'While doing this, the player can pick up or drop items in nodes, or interact with other
mobiles by talking or fighting.

2.2

A History of MUDs

Any history of MUDs begins with the popular single-player text-based adventure
game called simply «Adventure." It was written in 1975 by ,"Vill Cwwtber on a DEC
PDP-lO and later extended in 1976 by Don \N'oods. It played somewhat like a single
player Dungeons and Dragons game, with the game itself functioning as the dungeon
master (the person in a D&D game who creates and runs the world). In D&D, a
group of one or more players assumes the role of adventurers within a fantasy world
that the dungeon master has made up. The players nav!igate through the world on
some sort of quest with the dungeon master setting up obstacles and encounters for
the players. Each player has various statistics for the character that she is controlling,
which are used in combi1nation with dice rolling to calculato the success of various
activities including hitting monsters in combat or casting spells. Adventure places
the player in a virtual text environment where the game prints a short description of
what is aroUlld the player,who has to navigate using brief English commands (see
Figure 2.1). Various items are lying aFound within the world that the player must
pick up and take along to use in solving puzzles elsewhere in the world. \Vhat exactly
each item is for is up to the player to figure out.
The next step was a game inspired by Adventure, called "Zork." Zork was written
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You are standing at the end of a road before a small brick building.
Around you is a forest.

A small stream flovs out of the building and

dovn a gully.

> go dovnstream
You are in a valley in the forest beside a stream tumbling along a
rocky bed.
> enter forest

You are in open forest, vitb a deep valley to one side.
>

Figure 2.1: The start of a sample session of Adventme
in 1977 by Dave Lebling, Marc Blank, Tim Anderscin, and Bruce Daniels on a PDP
10. It later gained much more popularity after a version was written for the company
Infocom that ran on TRS-80 and Apple II personal computers. Zork played very much
like Adventure but added a few new features, including more advanced command
parsing. Adventure had only accepted commands of two words, but Zork had a more
flexible and modular architecture that enabled the authors to create a much more
sophisticated command parsing structure.
The first MUD, called simply "MUD," was created by Roy Trubshaw and Richard
Bartle at Essex University in 1978. It was originally written in MACRO-lO for a
DECsystem-lO, but was lat.er converted to BCPL. The gameplay was modelled after
Adventure and Zork, although it focused more on combat. The name was inspired by
a. variant of Zork called "DUNGEN." MUD

\\o-a.5

of course a huge step beyond these

because it allowed multiple players to play the game at the same time (putting the
"Multi-User" in

"~Iulti-User

DUllgeon"). The goal of MUD was to ascend to the level

of a "Wizard," that is, a player who had the ability to add on to the world. This was
achieved by a system of scoring points to gain power.
Inspired by his time playing the original MUD, Alan Cox created AberMUD in

6
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1987. The name carne from where it was written, the University of Wales in Aberyst
wyth. AberMUD was another combat-oriented MUD.

Mor~

often than not, especially

versus earlier MUDs, 'wizard status was granted and not earned. Thus, only those
chosen, not just anyone, could add on to the world and make new zones.
One of the servers that greatly helped to popularize MUDs was TiniMUD. Ori
ginally started as a we€kend project by Jim Aspnes in 1989, it grew into something
much larger (making its name rather ironic). The gameplay of TinyMUD was cen
tered more around social interaction rather than cornbat as in previous MODs, as
normal players had the ability to build new rooms and zones. This made the goal
to build exciting things, instead of running around killing monsters in

aT'ea5

someone

else built. An important facet of TinyMUD was that it ran on a variety of UNIX
systems, which greatly eased its widespread adoption.
A major step in the world of lvIUDs came when in 1989, aft.er much playing
of AberMUD and TinyMUD, Lars Penj6 wrote LPMud as an effort to create an
extensible MUD. LPMuds corne in two pieces. The first is the MUD ('driver," which is
a core in C that supports a C-like language called LPC. The ~ecotld piece is the library
or "mudlib" which is written in LPC and contains the act.ual code implementing the
MUD. The use of LPC to implement the MUD makes the development extremely
flexible. The world can be extended a great deal while the development paradigm
remains at a relatively high level. There is even an online editor that wizards can
use to write new functionality. Typically, though, LPMuds were also focused around
combat like AberMUDs and qttite unlike TinyMUDs.
Continuing the tradition of combat-oriented MUDs was DikuMUD, written in
1990 by Michael Seifert, Hans-Hemik Staerfeldt, Sebastian Hammer, Tom Madsen,
and Katja Nyboe. DikuMUD subsequently spawned a whole

fami~y

tree of offspring,

including CircleMUD, Mere, Rom, and Phoenix. The goal of DikuMUD was to create
a system like AberMUD whiJe fostering more interaction between players. Like with
AberMUD, only those chosen as wizards could build Dew zones.
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In the realm of socially-oriented MUDs, the next step was the concept of a MOO,
or MUD Object Oriented. The first MOO was written in 1996 by Pavel Curtis. In a
fashion quite similar to LPMud, the core was relatively bare of functionality but fea
tured support for an object-oriented scripting language that the primary functionality
of the MOO was written in. Players could then code arbitrary behavior for any kind
of object they wanted by scripting it. Using the inheritance features in the embedded
language, players could take advantage of other objects that had been 'wTitten and
extend them to create new ones. Like TinyMUDs, the goal of playing in a MOO is
to create an interesting and exciting environment, as opposed to the mindless killing
present in many MUDs.
Beyond fun a.nd games, MUDs have in fact been used with success in academic and
business arenas. Pavel Curtis and David A. Nichols describes the development and
execution of two different MUD systems for use with presentations and collaboration
at Xerox PARe [81.
The first system, Astro-VR, allows astronomers to meet online and communicate
in realtime. Astro-VR uses a modified version of the popular Lamda.MOO server.
Aside from providing the standard ability to engage in real-time chat, there is also
advanced functionality providing the ability to do real-time presentations with both
text and images. Special "conference rooms" have the facilities to prepare a sequence
of text paragraphs to go along with graphics that are displayed on viewers' screens.
The second system, Jupiter, is a step beyond this. Jupiter uses a heavily modified
MOO codebase to enable auelio and video chat along with graphical capabilities for
objects within the MUD. The idea of the system is to encourage more casual interac
tion versus the formal meeting places of the Astro-VR system. Allowing audio chat
is the first step toward this, as talking is much more natura.l than typing. Each room
in the MUD has an audio channel associated with it, and all people in the room com
municate on that channel. Moving to another room switches a user to that room's
channeL Further features for enabling casual interaction include various ways to also
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aid in chance encounters. Letting the users know about what is happening around
them is a big help here. Using sounds to alert users of other people approaching and
mixing in the auwo from adjacent rooms at a lower volume level are two ways of
granting this awareness.
The games and MUD servers mentioned above are but a brief survey of important
milestones in MUD evolution. All along the way the codebases mentioned have given
birth to many offspring, as progTammers came along and decided to build upon the
work of others and then in turn left their modifications for others still. I missed most
of this history; my primary experience is with various modifications of DikulVlUD
derivatives (namely CircleMUD, ROM, and Mere), and my work reflects that.

Chapter 3
Tools and Methodology
3.1

Implementation Language: Ruby

A MUD is a rather clear-cut example of a situation where an object-oriented paradigm
fits perfectly. Everything in a MUD is an object; the gameplay is really all about the
manipulation of objects. A MUD is made up of mobiles, nodes, and items l perfectly
suited to being encapsulated by objects within the implementation langllage. Thus

l

the primary criterion for the implementation language of CME was that it be object
oriented.
Examining the available object-oriented programming languages revealed one clear
ly superior option) Ruby. Ruby is a scripting language quite similar in syntax to the
popular language Perl though .it differs in other important aspects. Everything in
I

Ruby is an object, including primitives like numeric constants. The powerful object
orientedness combined with the familiarity given by my years of experience with Perl
made Ruby a clear standout.
Ruby also has many other useful features. It includes a standard library with
all of the expected common data structures and objects for file and network I/O,
serialization, and other basic functions. Additionally, Ruby has a powerful framework
for passing blocks of code around (like lambdas, in Lisp) to later execute them in their
9
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original conte:>...-t. Multiple inheritance is not directly supported in Ruby, although it
does have an equally functional alternative: methods may be declared in a module
instead of a class declaration, and any number of modules may be included in and have
their methods inherited by a class. These modules may not be directly instantiated
as a class can, but they are very useful for grouping common functionality that 'will
be used by multiple different classes.
An additional boon to using an interpreted scripting language is that it is a simple
matter to load new code or reload existing code to implement new features or fix a
bug. This both speeds up testing and gets rid of the annoyance factor that exists in
MUDs written jn compiled languages, where changes reql.ure the whole MUD to be
rebooted, which is very disrupti ve to the players.

3.2

World Design Methodology

As discussed previously, a typical MUD is constructed of many different rooms. All
navigation throughout the virtual world is accomplished by moving between these
rooms (which may model an actual room, or just a discrete space outside). Rooms
are connected by exits, which are typically a set of predefined keywords that include
"up," "down," and the fom cardinal directions. Any given room may connect to
others with some, all, or none of its exits. These exits are also one way, so that a
room with an exit "east" to another room does not necessarily imply an exit "west"
connecting to the first room from the second.
\¥ith some very limited exceptiollS, all gameplay interaction takes place within a
given room. Players have very little to no knowledge of what is happening around
them. For example, the "say" command is used for normal conversation; however,
if a player types "say hello", then only players in the same room will see "Kevin
says, 'hello'." There is no allowance to realistically model environments that require
multiple rooms. One example of this is a hallway, with multiple doorways off of it.
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To have more than two doors off of the hallway (apart from the ends), it is necessary
to construct it from more than one room. The downside of this approach is that
each section of the hallway is subsequently isolated from every other part. Whereas
realistically someone speaking in one part of a straight hallway would be seen and
heard by a second person in another part of the hallway, this is not the case in the
virtual hallway that has been split up into multiple rooms.
Ideally, it would be higWy desireable for events like a person talking to be per
ceived outside of the immediate location in which they take place. To enable this
capability, CME implements a new paradigm where the world designer has the abil
ity to define attributes to allow for much higher levels of realism. With the world

more fully described, the MUD is able to adequately model environments such that
the movement of light and sound is handled more realistically. In the previous exam
ple then, it would be simple to make a hallway in CME consisting of multiple rooms
(or nodes, as they are called in CME) where it is possible to see and hear everything
that is going on in the hallway. Also, the hallway could have a curve in the middle,
blocking visual perception of events on either end, but still allowing players to hear
audio.

3.3
3.3.1

Code Design
The Core and Event Queue

At the core of any MUD is a loop that periodically (often every l/lOth of a second, as
in

OUI

case) checks for input from the connected clients and sends queued output. All

I/O operations are done through a Client object that is associated with a player. Any
input received is run through the command parser by the Client object. Typically,
the code associated with a command is immedia.tely executed. Any other code that
is scheduled for delayed execution or is executed periodically is done so as part of
the main game loop. For example, one common method of executing combat is to
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iterate through all fighting mobiles every 2 seconds (20 spins of the loop) and do the
necessary calculations and output for a round of combat at that time. Of COUIse, this
method produces a rather artificial environment where every mobile takes its swing:;
in combat at the exact same time.
What CME does to allow for more natural and graduated execution of iiD-game
events is to have an event queue which executes pending events on every iteration
of the main loop.

The programmer specifies the offset (as multiples of the loop

resolution-so l/lOth of a second) and a block of code to be executed, and the code
block is efficiently stored in a delta queue to await its time of execution.
A delta queue is a specialized priority queue (see Figure 3.1). Elements are ordered
with a delta that denotes the time offset from the previous element indicating when
they should be removed from the queue. The first element has a delta relative to the
current time. Giving each element a delta instead of an actual time makes it more
efficient because only the front element need be checked on each iteratioIil. Thus,
every time around the loop, if the front element has a delta of 0, it is removed. This
action is repeated until an element with a delta of greater than 0 is at the front, since
subsequent elements could also be scheduled to execute at the same time. Regardless
of how many elements were removed during this process, the front element then has
its delta decremented.
Tills creates a whole new paradigm for the design of code. In the case of the
command parser, commands are still parsed as they are received from the clif"Ilt, but
then the command parser schedules execution of the actual Command object associated
with the command with an offset of O. Vii thin the main loop, input is reeeived,
commands are parsed, the event queue dispatches events, and then output is sent

(S€€ Figure 3.2). Thus, commands received during a given iteration of the loop \Viii
be scheduled for dispatch by the event queue and then subsequently executed as
the event queue runs later ill the same iteration. Resultant output will also be sent
immediately thereafter. In this way, command execution is interleaved seamlessly
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World Storage and OLe

OLC stands for "Online Creation." It is the standard! paradiJgnl for creating !\IUD
world data. Typically, it consists of either a command-line or menu-based system in
the MUD itserf that. ,is used to create and manipulate every object within the world.
The OLC in CME is based around a single command, "olc." It allows world designers
to create new instances of objects, change existing insta.nces, list all objects of a type,
or delete an object. It operates on zones, nodes, items, mobiles" and p as.."i ages.
The ba.5ic concept of how the wmld is stored is that zones are the top-level

struc~

ture. The world of CME exists a.5 a ,set of zones. Each zone contains its own set of
nodes, items, and mobiles. Each nodes also contains a set of passages. Given this,
objects in the :MOD use a hierarchica;} id system as a reference:
zone#
zone#. (Dode# litem# I!mobile# )
zone#. node#. passageKey
Zone, node, item, and mobile ids are numbers, although they are stored internally
as strings. Passages are referenced by their keyword. The zone is the id of the zone
containing the node, item, or mobile. In the case of a passage, it is prepended hy the
id of the zone and node that contain it. Node, item, and mobile ids al"e separated
within a zone, so that a given zQne may contain a node, item, and mobile all with
the same id. This identification system exists for two reasons. The first is for the aid
of world designers so that there is actually a way to easily refer to any object within
the world whi:le using OLC. The second reason is so th.at within the code, two loosely
coupled objects can refer to each other. In other words, an object can store the logical
id of a second object when they are not dilrectly related and it is not feasible to store
a pointer (which could change), and thell call a function that will resolve the id to a
pointer when it is needed.
All of these objects are also stored within a hierarchical fashion (see Figme 3.5).
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that is the zone nmnber (a non-negative integer) a1)pended witb the array index (00
to 99). Mobile 54 in zone 12 would be referred to as 1254.

3.3.4

Input Handling

The InputHandler class provides a framework for generalized input handling in CIvIE.
All input is passed to the InputHandler that is specified in the Client object cor
responding to a given user.

During normal gameplay, this points to a singleton

instante of the ComtnandParser class.

This class implements a command parsing

system that handles the execution of all gameplay commands. At any time dur
ing play, the reference to the command parser may be replaced by another child of
InputHandler-causing the Client object to pass input from the player to tne new
object instead-to accomphsh specialized input functionality that cannot be handled
by normal oommand-hne input. Applications of this indude online editing or prompts
for nonstandard input.

Command Parser
The command parser is very loosely coupled to command'3. That is, the command
parser has no information aboU!t any commands that exist. AN information on com
mands is defined in each command's class. Commands-which a.re children of the
Command class-register themselves with the GommandParser class and are subse
quently stored in its hash of commands. This method of

irrnplement~ng commands

is nice because adding commands means touching only a single file (the one that
contains the command itself). The downside is this approach does not provide any
seI4<;C of order in t8rms of some commands having priority over others, although there
is not currently incomplete command name matching so it does not matter. If the
conunand parser accepted abbreviations for commands (for example, "1" instead of
"look"), then there would have to be some sort of mechanism to denote that "}" and
"10" should match "look" and not "logout" or an.other command that the user would
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be much less likely to be intending to type.
Input is matched agaJinst the fun name of commands using the standard hash
lookup methods to find the instance of the command object. Once rebieved, three
cri teria are checked before execution; each command has a miuimum level, a minimum
position (standing, siUing, etc.), and a flag indica.ting ,...· hether it can be done during
combat. If these tests aJ'e passed, then the mobile executing the command and the
argmnents are passed to the command object's run method.

Command Types

There are actuaHy three types of commands: basic, tool, and special. What specifically
happens when the command parser runs a command depends on the type of the
command,
The majority of commands faU under the basic category. These commands are
the nonnal type t.hat simply execute according t.o what is defined il). the command
object, with no external prerequisites aside from t.he initial criteria mentioned above.
The second type of command is the tool type. This category is d€osigned for com
mands that also have predetermined functionality, but require the mobile executing
them to have

[]I

"tool" item. The tool does not do anything special except for the fact

t.hat it must have an empty method definition by the name of cmd_ plus the name of
the command. The inventory (and surroundings, if :80 defined) of the mobile is auto
matically searched for the tool, and if one is not fOllild then the failure is reported to
the mobile.
The last t,yp,e is the special command type, which i.8 used for implement.ing com
mands within iteulS. Any command which an item is to implelnent must actually
exist as a global special command. This is superior to the commonly used method
of allowing (and searching for) anonymous commands implemented by objec,ts within
the world. That, is, allowing any random object sitting around in a node \"ithin the
MUD to define a special command that is not defined anywhere else. If the command
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parser knows about the command beforehand then it can report an error when a
required item is not found. This avoids the situation where anonymous commands in
objects reswt in "command not found" type errors from the command parser when
a player is in a room without the object that implements the cOIlllnand. Special
commands are implemented in a fashion very similar to tool commands; a metbod
by the name of cmd_ pLus the command name must exist and actualEy contain the
functionality for the command in the item object.

Online Editor
The real convenience in baving object-orient.ed and pluggable input handling shows
up when we move to an example outside of the normal command parsing. The Edi tor
class is a fully self-contained online editor for play:ers. There is no need for there to be
any state tracking elsewhere; if a command requires multi-line input from a player,
then all it needs to do is constmct an Editor object and pass the player obJect and
a block of code that is to receive the text input after the user has completed editing.
The supplied code block should contain whatever code will handle what needs to
'be done v.itb the text from the editor. The Editor object handles switching of tJle
player1s input stream to itself. It can then just wait for the player to input lines of
text, which it appends to t.he editing buffer. When the user is done, it switches the
player back to the CommandParser and then calis the supplied code block, passing
the input buffer

3.3.5

8..<;

an argument.

Environmental Realism

Environmental realism can be accomplished in CME because of the extra parameters
that world designers are able to set for nodes and passages.
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Environments
The Environment module is included by Nodes and Pa..."Sages to enable the environ
mental realism functionality. This ics based mostly around three attributes: audio,
video, and distan<:>e. The values of audio and video define how much light and

sound is filtered by the environment (Oll a percentage scale), and! the value of distance
signifies the length of a space and hence additional filtrat'ion. The concept of distance
is currently used only for passages and not for nodes. The .ideas behind the values of
audio and video differ slightly between the two of them, because of the limited infor

Ination about. the world that is encoded within Nodes and Passages, and differences
in how light and sound are perceived.

Environmental Messages
Whenever an event occurs that is to be broadcasted accQrding to the environment,
an EnvironmentalMessage object must be created and passed t.o the Node object. in
which the event occurs. The lllessage is composed of two parts. These two parts are
the text of the audio component of the message and the text of the visual component.
of the message. Additionally, there is a flag that denotes what type of an event this
message is conveying, and amplitudes for both the audio and video componellts.
The type of the event determines how the audio and video text is used and which
one is preferred in the case o( a Illobi~e being able to perceive both portions of the
event. In a normal event-say, someone sitting down---thc video portion would be
"sits down." The audio for this might be "rustling," to denote the sound of a person's
clothing as they made tIllS motion. If a mobile can both see and hear the per-son
sit,ting down, then the video component is preferred over the audio, as the audio
becomes ·somewhat redUllda)lt if the mobile is aware that someone did indeed sit
down. Reporting only the video part complete~'y ignores that there may have been a
sound associated wit.h the event, but in m.ost cases the sound is implied by the user's
conception of the event which is conveyed by the video itself. On the other hand, if
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an event, is of the speech type, then the audio is the actual spoken words, and so is
preferred over the video when both are perceived. The video portion is ignored and
automaticany filled in as the speaker's lips moving.
There are also some subtleties with regard to what the audio and video amplitudes
represeut. This ties in to what was mentioned before about the limited information
still known about the world even though there is a lot more known that in a typical

I\'1UD.
Audio is non-directional, so it can be heard as long as there's not too many
obstacles between the source and the listener. This way, the values in a Node or
Passage object for the audio filtration mesh perfectly with the amplitude given ill the
event message to create a quasi-realistic mechanism. Although the method currently
used is not very scientific, tbe sense of "tbis is bow loudl au event wa.,," and "this
is the dampening effect of the environment" fit exactly with what is happening in
reality. On the other hand, the video amplitude is not qujte as straightforward or
realistic. Line of sight is taken into account when event messages pass through a
Passage object, but line of sight on a more local scale cannot be done; there is no
way to model part of a node being blocked by an obstacle except to replace said node
with two, which is not necessarily a solution. The video amplitude then must stand
for how obvious or subtle the event is visually. The video filtration for an environment
can only model how well an environment blocks vision in a general sense; it can only
model something like "the doorway makes it possible to see this well into a room
versus the space being open."

Message Passing
To show an example of how messages are passed around, imagine a set of nodes
arranged as shown in Figure 3.6. Nodes 3 and 4 are part of a hallway. Nodes 1 and 2
make up a room off of the hallway. Neither nodes 1 and 2 nor nodes 3 and 4 have any
obstructions between them. Between nodes 2 and 3 is an open door, while a window
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to a single node. The process then repeats until tho event ha.'3' traversed as

fa~'

as it

caB. As this traversal is happening, there are actually two things going on, because
of the separate audio and video components of the event (see Figures 3.7 and 3.8).
Each time the event is passed, the amplitude of the auclio and video are degraded
depending on the parameters of the environment they are passing through, whether
it is a Node object or a Passage object. If both of the amplitudes reach zero, then the
event is not passed. If the event is passed to an environment which does not have line
of sight to the source, then the video immediately goes to zero. Also, what tends to
happen---since usually a passage going from one node to another has a conesponding
passage going in the other direction-is that the event \vill end up on its way back to
a node that it has already visited. It may not, however, visit a node a second time,
except under special circumstances.
What makes the algorithm more complex is the fact that visiting a node a second
time can be quite necessary. In our example, there are two paths from node 4 to
node 1; sound can travel through nodes 2 ood 3 to 1, and video can travel directly
through the window. If the event cromot revisit node 1, then only either the video m
audio will arrive there; whichever path happens to be followed first will "win ouL"
The p€l"son watching Kyle through the window would only see him sit down or hear
him sit down, but not both. \\That is done then is that the source and amplitude
of both the highest amplitude audio and the highest amplitude video are recorded
within ca£h node. li and only if a secondary path of the event message can beat either
of these amplitudes is it allowed to revisit a node, where it Gall reptace either or both
of the reGarded lllaxi,mums.
After the event has traversed as far as possible, the message text is formatted for
each mobile in each node the event has successfully visited. As stated above, where
a player can detect both the video and audio components, the video is favmed in the
standard case. In the example, players in the nodes with line of sight to Kyle in node
4 witl both see and hear hiro, while players in node 2 will just hear rustling. The
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extra factor at this point, however, is lighting. The light levels at the origin of the
event and the light level in the node that the mobile is further affect. whether it can
perceive the event. Besides that the tight level at the origin could be too low for the
mobile to see the event, if the light around the mobile is too high compared to the
light at the origin then the mobile will al.so not be able to see it. On the other hand, if
the light at t.he origin is exceptionally high compared to the light around the mobile,
then the mobile won't see the event. These

sign~fy

that the mobile's eyes would be

adjusted to a certain light level, so that the mobile would be unable to see in light
too much brighter or dimmer thau that in its immediate environment.

3.4

The Dark Side of Ruby and Our Implementa
tion

As excibng as all of this is, there is a downside to using an interpreted language like
Ruby. Ruby does indeed give programmers a lot of power to extend CME and makes
it quite easy at the same time, but it is neces.sary to be careful with this.
The problem is the nature of an interpreted language. Ruby will happily read a
Dew file that a programmer inserts into the source file and redefine parts of any class
the author felt

~ike

redefining, regardless of where it is. When Ruby encounters a

cla.<;s definition, it doesn't care much if, where, and who made a previous declaration

of that class or where the new definition is; it win forget about tl1e old code and insert
the new.
Tllis means that it can be dangerous to write code if the author is sloppy. Classes
III tlle uWity library could get overwritten, or more importantly the main CME classes

could get corrupted. Thus, it is im.perative that all programmers on the MUD are
trusted users. It is far too easy for someone to hijack the system. Sadly, this also
means that. a sitmation like an LPMud or a MOO where .any user might have the
ability to make new functionality could never happen.

.,{oo']oaOH.LaJ-V aN\! S700.L I: H3.LdVH:J
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C'hapter 4

Designing a World in CME
Of course, the codebase of a MUD is just the half. Without a world to go along with
it, even the Coolest tI.'IUD Ever would not be very exciting at all.

4.1

The Joys of Increased Flexibility

Modelling an area in CME feels much more real than in other

test~based

MUDs.

Instead of thiIl!k~ng strictly in a grid pattem, the designer is free to mold things lllore
appropriately to the environment. Thinking so specifically about bits like the angle
of an exit, or how much sound and! light pass between two areas makes the world that
much more real in the mind of the designer.
For a test world, I chose to model the Seeley G. Mudd Science Building, the build
ing containing the Computer Science Department at Colby College. Th.is seemed like
a good choice because the primary goal of testing was to see how the environmental
realism works, a:nd I know in particular the 4th floor of Mudd very well; modelling
something extremely fam.iliar to me in real life made it more scientific as I could
attempt to make things exactly as I know they are in real life and then see ff it works
out correctly in the MUD. Additionally, it was quite amusing to be able to say I was
building a

~'Iudd

MUD.
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This led to the sirtuation where someone standing inside onc of the two labs could
only see or only hear someone in the haUway, where both should have been possible.
Many long hours of agonizing over the situation led to the realization of how the
single-visit flmctionality was completely messing things up.

4.2

Caveats of Having More Attributes

OIl the downside, having to put in a lot more at.tributes for every piece of the world
can get somewhat annoying after a while. There is roughly twice the information
as on a normal MUD to input for each node. Additionally, there is a comparable
lll'IDlber of things to set for each passage, whereas typicaliy there is no effort involved
in connecting romns. In the end, this results

~n

having to put in quite a bit m.ore

informatron. since typically passages. ontnumber nodes by a good margin. The simple
act of putting in lots of numbers can get quite prone to errors after a while.
Is it worth the tradeoff to have to work harder to get a more realistic world? I
think so. The extra attributes default to settings where events will stay locaE to a
node, so effectively leaving things as-is will default to the behavior of a normal MUD.
Howevcl", it is wonderful to be constructing the world and at the same time be able
to see it take shape realistically as you interact with the environment.

4.3

Implementing New Special Objects

Faced with various man-made glzmos in Mudd (such as lights, blackboards, eleva
tors, etc.), I decided to take on a couple of these as tests of the ease of expanding

CME without having to delve into the base gameplay code. Not surprisingly, during
the

COl!lrse

of implementing these I ran into features that in fact

shou~d

have been

present in the base gameplay code but was not. Foremost among these was a geneTic
method of defining and setting attributes for custom classes necessary to implement
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the aforement.ioned gizmos. \Vithout this, custom attributes in Ilew classes wouldn't
be possible without changing the OLC and world [oading and saving code, which of
course makes no sense. Hence, a system where specialized classes could define

arbi~

trary attributes and helper code to get and set them was added. The OLC system
uses this helper code to be able to get and set the cllstom attributes without requiring
any changes.

4.3.1

Simple Machines: a Light Switch and Fixture

My first attempt at cust.om objects was creating .a light s",ritch and tight a"(tures to
put in the hallway. At the time I had just added support for variable light levels, so
it s.eemed to make sense to add something t,o take advantage of it. Another level of
realism is added, since there are indeed two light switches at each end of the l'vludd
hallways that control the lights for the two arms of the hallway.
A light switch is incredibly simple. There are two

state~:

on and oil'. Flicking the

switch send,s either the message "on" or the message "off' to the light fixtures t.hat
are wired to the switch. The fixtures are equaHy as simple, with the same two states.
In the off state, the fixtures put out no light. In the on state, the fixtures put out
some preset amount of light.
In terms of the

~IIIUD,

this gives us two objects, Ligh'tSwttch and Light, wh.ich are

both ch.ild da...."Ses of Item. LightSwi tch contains a emd...swi tel). method to

~mplemellt

the "switch'1 command. This command takes an argument of "off" or "on," and sends
the appropriate message to its associated Light objects. The state [or both objects
is switched, and the lights go either on or off.
Then comes the tricky part. Due to the way that objects arc stored and then
la.ter created within th.e :MvD, there is a "chicken and egg" problem between the
LJightSwitch object and its associated Ligbt obj,ects; that is, we don't know whether

the Light obj.ects or the LightSwi tch is going to be created first. This means that
the LightSwiteh object can't rely on finding a reference to the Light object and
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vice versa. Since they need to be connected somehow, it is neces.c;ary to bring in a
third object. Thus, a global Hash object is created outside of the class code (so it
will be initjalized at startup, before the world code is loaded), which all Light and

LightSvi tch objects can reference. Both clas..<;es have a custom attribute that acts as
a "channel" to communicate on. ·Whatever object is created first uses this attribute
to look fOT an Array referenced in the Hash. If one is not found then it is created.
Subsequent LightS,witch objects populate the array with references to themselves,
so that the light switch can iterate through the array and easily message them all
wh.en it is switched on or off.

4.3.2

Complex Machines: an Elevator

My appetite whetted by the success with the lights, I decided to try something a bit
more complex: an elevator. Of course, NIudd would not have been complete without
its incredibly slow and excephollally tiny elevator that also has far too many red,
alarm-type buttons on the inside.
An elevator functions by inte!'acbon between three components: the elevator itself,
the doors on each floor, and the buttons on the inside and outside of the elevator.
In CME, this translates to two classes. The first is the Elevator dass, a subcla&<;
of Node, which models the elevator rtself and handles the opening and closing of
doors. The second is the ElevatorButton dass, a subclass of Item, which handles
both inside and outside button opel"ation. The elevator object has an attribute tbat
contains values for the floors j,t services, which node and exit are associated with each
floor, and a value (from

-00

to (0) that signifies where along a vector t.he flom exists

(the shaft, if you will). The buttOIlS are set to be for a certain floor. If a button is
for the outside, it also has a direction. Both objects aJlso have a name which is used
as

Ml

index into a hashtable so the buttons can message the elevator, in the same

fashion as in t.he light s'\\ritcb and light implementation.
When a button is pressed, it. does indeed send a m.essage to the elevator along
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with which floor and which direction the call is for. The elevator subsequently queues
the Ca-U, after using the information about floors that it has to find out t.o which node
it is going to and which direction it needs to go. In order t.o be able to function like a
real elevator an.d service calls that are along the way, the elevator functions by moving
only one lillit along the shaft every half second. The easy way would be t.o merely
schedule an event an appropriate time in the future to signify travelling to the next.
floor, but this method would be hard to use if we want to service intermediate calls.

By scheduling events every half second to move one unit and keeping

t'ra('~k

of the

destination instead, the elevator can function in reaftime. If the elevator is senicing
a call, new calls will be queued and then checked to see if they are on the way. If a
more recent call is on the way, then it will be switched to the destination and the old
destination will be put onto the front of the call queue.
Upon arriving at the destination, t.he elevator uses the passage id associated with
the floor to open the door at the same time that it opens its own door and updates
its own passage to point to the outside node. By h(j.ving the elevator do these op
erations itself, the need for an additional class to provide some sort of elevator door
funct.ionality is avoided.
The result of all this i.s a quite. realistic elevator. It. is fully customizable and can
be placed by the world designer anywhere 'tvithin the world as many times as the
designer wants without touching any code.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

The End Result

In the end, the results are rather pleasing. It has been shown that environmental
realism is in fact possible within a MUD. There are certainly weak points in the
current implementation that make it awkward or impossible to model some kinds of
environments, but it is definitely a step in the right direction.
At the same time, CM.E has been shown to be easily extensi,ble. Both relativeLy
simple and rather compiex extensions have been implemented w~th complete success,
without baving to do anything special within the main source code. The placement
of these special objects ,is also especially easy and convenient, requiring nothing more
than the standard world-building commands.

5.2

The Future

Th.e major thing missing from CME at the moment is just

3;

tot of the standard IvIUD

functionality. Gameplay features like combat, spells, different races and classes are
all missing. The current set of commandis extends just barely beyond th€ realm of
the bare essentials for navigation.
37
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Essentially, aU of these things bod down to creating flexibly designed attribute (in
several respects of the word) systems. First of all, one of the cUlirent issues with the
general design is the mess of attributes that. are in place in the core gameplay classes.
As previously discussed, I created an expandable aU:ribute system that allows custom

classes to define their own athibutes without .having to change any other eode t.o use
them. vVbat wouM likely be a good idea and a cleaner solution would be to expand
and extend this system to be easier to use for core attributes and then change the

main classes to use it.
In a similar vein but a some'what different issue is the question of how races and
character attributes (strength, intelligence, charisma, etc.) should function. Tied in
to this is a skill and spell system, most of which typically use character attributes
to cakulate success and!or power. I waht all three of these to be customizable by a
MOD ereatOl\ so a bit of design magic will be required.
Othel! minor bits are a system for

communicatio~lS

channels and more robust

logging. MUDs normally have·a s.et of global "channels" for different purposes that
users can turn on or off as they desire. The idea of having a predesigned system for
t.hese is 'so that it is easy to define new ones if the need arises. Typically, there is
also a command that allows users to customize the colors of the different channels to
their liking. Likewise, there needs to be a logging system that prints messages to all
witards, depending on \...-hat log level they have set for themselves.
The big question that remains is how the environmental realism will affect .game
play.as it continues to take shape. SOIne of the hopes are that things like hiding and
stalking enemies wi1.l t.ake on a whole new shape, but hO\\I far-reaching the effeots are
remains to be seen.
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....,., bS' Kevwt_. 1

---

ansi.rb

Feb 20, 03 23:33
module ANSI
RESE'l1
BOLD
ITALIC
UNDER
INVI;:RSE
STR]-KE

,,~

"~(

11m"

"

"~(

14m"

"~l

[7m"

"~(

1[9m"

,

cla.ss St·ring
deE ansi!

last = nt!

saved = nil
self.gsub!(/\((.11l

" "I I 23m"
""I [24m"
-

[30m"

RED
GREEN

DIm"

'a'ELL-OW
BLUE

'"

(34m"

MAGENTA

'~l

pSm"

CYAN
WHITE

"'(136m"
"~t 137m"
'" ( 139m"

end

elsif $1 == ">"
if saved
( = saved
end

e'lsQ
l'

BRED
BGRgEN
6'lEI,LOW

BBLUE
BMAGENTA

= $1

end
r

", H30 hi"
0" [131 1m"
""[(.'121m"
"" I ()3 1m"
""I [34 tm"
"A I [35
1m"

BBLACK

I

(32m"
(133m"

'~I(

DEFAULT

II

(Ixl

r :: ""
if ANS[: :TRANS[S])
r = ANSI: :TRANSISIJ
last :: r
elsi! $1 ~~ "<"
if last
"aved ,= 1a8 t

" A 1 (27m"
"" [ [2'9!T1"

"A [
"~[

)

self

end

end

-"~1[361m"

"~I

137 1m"

"~{

[30m"

6GBL1\CK
BGRED

'" '''I [31m"

BC,().RE~

"~[[)2m"

BGYiELLOW

"~(

BGBLUE
BG.MAGENTA ~

"'(134m"

BGwlli'TE:

Page 212

end

"~r '122m"

"A [

BGCYAN

ansl.rb

O~ 23:33
• (" => "{".
"/" => "\r\Cj"

(10m'

~~ACK

BCYAN
nWHl'rE

Feb 20,

"" I [3m"

NBOLD
NITAI,lC

NUNDER
NIJlNERSE
NSTRIKE

Page 112

[33M"

"'I {35m"
,,' t 136m"

" , [ I J,7rn"

TRANS =
"x" => RESET,
"r·" => REP,
"'I" -'> YELLOW.
"g" => GREEN,
"c" ='> C'l/\N'.
"b" => Bl..UE.
"m" ='> MAGENTA.
"w" => WHITE.
"k" => BLACK.
"R" => BRED.
"Y" ==> BY·EL~OW.
"G" => BGREEN.
"C" => Be'lAN.
"B" => BBLUE.
"101' =,>. BMAGEN1J'A.
"W" "'> BWHITE,
°P" => BBLACK.
"0" => ~G6L""CK.
01" '=> BGRED,
"2" => BGGREEN.
"3" => BGYELLOW.
"4' "'> BGBLUE.
"5" => BGMAGENTA.
"6" => BGCY1\N.
"7 0 => BGWHITE.

,
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

command.rb

Feb 27,0319:34

Page 1/1

l'equi re 'commandparser, rb"
require 'mohile.rb"

re quire "command.rb"
class Time < Base
def ini ti.al i ze
GlmJ'nleve:l
Glposition
Gli.nfight
end

= nil

true

runlmob. cmdllne)
t_im~ .0 WorldTim.e.now
mob.textOut("!>t 15 hour: (RNltime.hour)(x on the day of '(time.weekDa
y) . day (R.' (Ume. <lay) ex of the month of 1ft Ime. monthName I, In the year (R. (t ime.
ye ar)(x.\r\n".wrap)
end

def run (mobile. cmdlinel
end

i~_ins,an\:e

en d

def Basc.1nstance
ii._jnstance
end

Command: :Time.new

end

Cc mmandPanie,r.Tegister("tlme".

end

...

o

Mobile(:pos::D~AD

de~

dcf initialize
Glminlevel = 0
~positioD = Mobile: :Pos: : Dead
Gllnfight = true
end

end

Page 1/1

rna dule Command

module Command
clalils Base
aUr :lIlinlevel
£Ittr :1;)051 tion
atO" : Infight
ii_instance

cmdtlme.rb

~
Mar
12, 03 12:50

Iha

~~...u.

Command: :Time. Instance)

Printed by Kevfn R.,

desc.rb

Mar 03, 03 10:58
requir~

Page 1/1

'command.rQ'

module Command
class Inventory < Base
def initialize
'iminlevel
o
iposiclon
Mobile : : Pos: : DEAD
'iinfight
true
end

class Dese < Base
def initialize
'iminlevel " o
iposition
Mobile l : Pos: : DEAD
Unfight
false
end
deC run (mob. cmdline)
I f mob. i~_a? (PI.ayer)
if emdline ~= "
mob.~ex~Out(·Your

def

current description is:\r\n_lmob. Idesc)\r\

elsif emdline.downcase ""~ "edit"
Editor.new(mob) I Itextl
if text
mob.ldese = text
mob.textOUl('Set your description to:\r\n_ltext)\r\n

.)

end
mob. textOut ( "No changes. \ r\ n" )

ii_in~tance ~

end

Inventory.new

end

)

end

mob.textOut("Oo what now?\r\n"!

CommandParser. regi ster (' inv'. Command:: Inventory'. Instance)
Command?arser. reg i..ster ( 'i n', Command:: .rnventory, I (lstance)

else
end
erid

II

end
'ii_instance

runlmob, cmdlinel
str = 'You ~re carrying:\r\n"
if mob.objeetsr'in') .size ~. 0
str ~<"
(C(nothing!lx\r\n"
else
mob. each_i tem ( I ill
str«"
{C_(i.sdeBc)(x\r\n"
end
mob. textOut (str )

else

eod

Page 1/1

require "command.rli>"

i/ m.odule Command

n')

Inventory,rb

Mar 05, 03 19:23

Desc.new

end
CommandParser.regi.ster('dese'. Command: :Dese.Instance)
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

qult.rb

Feb 27, 03 19:27

Page 1/1

Feb 25, 0313:10

speclal.rb

require "command.rb'

require "tool.rb"

module Conunand
clas~ Ouit < Base
de! init,ialize
1l1llinlevel
taposition
tiinfight
end

modulI! Command
class Special < Tool
de! initialj~eltooICornmand. needCarry
super (toolCommand. needCarry)
end

o

Mobl.le: : Pas: : DEAD
false

Lalse)

def runlmobile. cmdlinel
name. args = cmdline.split(" '. 2)
spec = Ut i 1. pa rseFindSpec (name)
if name == .. II !spec II spec.all II spec. count > 0
mobile.textOut("You can't find It.\r\n")
return
end
if! ineedCa rry
i f ! (Opj = mobil e. nod... f indJtem Ispec I )
obj = mobi.le.node.findMOb(spec)
end
end
if 'obj
obj = mobile.tindltem(spcc)
end
If obj ,,& obj .I'esponcl.._to7 (titoolCommandl
obj.send(titoo!Command, mobile, arga)
else
lItobile.textOut("YOu wouldn't know what to do.\r\n")
end
end

de! ,run (mob. cmdline I
if mob.is_a7(Player)
mob.deactivate
mOb.cllent.close
end
end
ai_instance

Page 1/1

Qult.new

end'
"od
CommandParser.registerl'quit', Command: :Quit.lnstance)

end
end

4/63

tool.rb

May 17,030:68
require

Page 1/1

·co~and.rb·

cloae.rb

Mar 16, 03 12:57

Page 1/1

require "command.rb"

module l;ommand
class Tool < Base
'attr :toolCommand
attr :needCarry

moduile Command
claBs Close < Base
def Initialize
iminlevel
o
iPositlon
'Mobile : : Pos: : STI\NOfNG
II int ight = true
end

deC initialize(toolCommand. needCarry = false)
~toolCommand ~ "cmd-" • toolCommand
~needCarry
= needCarry
end

qef run (mobi.l e, cllldjirje)

• We just find a tool and execute th.e Ihopefu.Uy overridden) me'th'od
de! run (mobile. cmdline)
if obj = findTool(mobile)
doCommandlmobile, cmdillnel
else
mobile.textOutl"With what?\r\n"l
end
end

• What the command llctUCllly d'oes goes l)erp.
def doCommand' (mobile , cmdl ine)
end
def findTool(mobl1e)
mobile . each~i tern (

Ii I

if 1 .respond_to?(~toolCommandl

if (passage", mobile.. noQe.[[ndEldt(cmcli,inel) && passage.visible,
if passage. door
if passage.door,open
passage.door.upen ~ false
mobHe.textOutl'Y0u close the N(passage ,name(passage:
llRCE). \r\n')
else
mobile ,textOut (" It:' s all'eady closed. \r\n')
end
else
mobile.textOut("You can't do that.\~\n")
Pond
PoI!;e
mobile.textOut("You can't find it.\r\n")
end
end

return I
end

end

)

i,f ineedCarry
tt:ue
return n,ll
end
moblle.node.each_item ( III
if i.re5pond_to?(~tooICQmmand)
return I
end

~i~.instance

:soll

Close.new

end
CommandParser .1"egLster ("close". Command: :Close. Instance)

)

nil
end
pr-i va t e : dQCommand,

: f i nClToo I

end
end

Sunday May 1B, 2003

./base/cmdsltool.rb, .tbase/cmdslverbslclose.rb
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

drop.rb

Mar 12, 03 22:38

Page 1/1

erase.rb

May 17, 0313:13

requ 1re "command. rb'"
requira "utLl.rb"

require "tool.rb"

module Command
class Drop < Base
def in'l t ia li ze
imlnlevel
ipo,;ition
iinfight
end

module Comroa,nd
class Erase < Tool
dd initialize
supar ( • erase", t r'we)
imin level = a
ipositlop = Mobile: :Pos::STANOING
iinfight c false
end

o

Mobile: :POS: :RESTrNG
true

def run (mob Ie. cmdline)
if cmdl ne == '"
rno~ le.textOut('Orop what7\r\n")
else
spec ~ Util.parseFlndSpec(cmdlinel
If target = mobl1e.findltem(spec, mobile)
moplle.droPltarget)
alse
mobLle.te~tOut(·yOu can'l find it.\r\n")
e,nd
end
end
i@_instance
end

deE' dOCOl11llland (mobile, cmdl,lne)
if cmdllne == "
mobiie.textOut(·Erase what off of what?\r\n')
else
ljame, text =, cmdline.spli~t· ", 2)
if te/<t =~ 01 1 II text == ".
mobile . lex'tOut (" Erase what?\ nn")
ai,se
spec = Utjl.parseFindSpcc(name)
it obj, = rnobiJie.riode. findIi:ern(spec, moblle) II
obj' ,",' mobile.findltemlspec, mobile)
it ohj.respond_to?(·era9~_off·)
obj.era~e_off(moblle, text)
else
mobile.textOut("You can't eraHe anythlng on that.\r\

Drop. new

end

Page 1';1

n"l

ColnmandParser. reglstel-( 'drop", Command:: Drop. In:;tance)

else

end
mobile.textOut("Wher~ are

you trying to erase it from?\r

\n")

end

end
end
Pond

end

ii_instance - Erase.new

end

CommandParser.registErl"erasc·, Command: :Erase.Instancel

Pi1nted by KevIi1 Re,

get.rb

Mar 12, O~ 22:37

Page 1/1

Page 111

require ·command.rh"

require 'command.rb'
requiFB "\.ItH,.'r'b"
rnodu i e COl1)ll\and
~
class Gel c Base
def initial ize
ijmi:nlevel
{jpositiQn
{jinfight
end

rnodu.le Command
class Go < Base
der initiali~e
Q
liminlevel
ipos i t ion ,~ 'Mobile: : Pos:: STANDING
{j l.nfi.\jht
(alse
end

II

det

go.rb

Mar 15, 03 23:20

o

Mobile : : Pas: : RES1'lNG
tr'ue

ernalinel
L.ogger, log (mobile . to_s • ": !LooK", LogLevel:: INfo'D.)
if cmd,l'ine =,= ""
mobile.textOutl"Get what7\r\n')
else
arg!'; = c'mdline.spl..~t(" ")
targe·t = ni.l
50ur;ce = nil
if args. 51 Ze '== 1. fo& spee ~ Ut u.. pal:seFindSpee I args [0 I')
target" mobile.node.(lndltemlspee, mobile)
elsiE args.size ~= 7,
.if ts-pec = Ut~l.pa.( ... eFlndSp-ee(arg's[Oll &&
sspec = Ut i 1 .parseFi'l\dSpee I args [ 1 ~ I
i f !sspec.aH Ii& sspee,count ~'" 0 &&
sou,ree " mooi 1 e .. node. f indltem (sspec, 'mobi,le)
if source is a?(Container)
ta rgatr. source. f indltem (tSpec, mob i 1e)
else
moblle.tel<;tOut("'I'hat's not a eontainer.\r\n"l
end
end
B.nd
end
if tar:get
mobl1e.get(target, sDurcel
else
mobilQ.textGut("You can't nnel it.\r\n"l
end
end

def run(mobile, cm~line)
L.ogger.log(".(mobile.to_sl: Go", LogLeveL: :INPO)
if emdline == ""
·mobil'e. te.xtOut ("Go where'?\r\n")
else
passage = mob11e.node.findF.xit(cmQljoe)
i( pa~~age == nil
mobile,. t.QxtOut ( • Alas, you cannot go tha~ way. \"r\n" I
else
if passage,door && !passage,door,open
mQblle.textOut("lt'9 closed.\r\n"1
elsie passage.enterlmobilel
mobile . busY (5)
mob. l,e. textOut (mob!1e . no~f'. 1 o.ok (mo1;>i 1e) )
e1se
mob.i Ie. te.xtOut ("Alas, you cannot go that way,\r\n"1
end

run~rnQbile,

et'ld

end
F''lel

@.Ij_inst'anca

Go .new

end

II end
CommandParser. regli5 ter ( "go', Command:, Go. I nstance I
CommandPa~ser.reg~ster("enter", Command: :Go.Instance)

end
@~_i Ilstal'lCe

Ge~,new

end
end
Comma.ndP~tset.l:egi,ster

Sunday May 18, 2003

("get·, Command:: Get. lnstance')

.lbase/cmdslverbslget,rb•./base/cmdslverbslgo.rb
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

lIe.rb

Mar 12, 0313:31

Page 1/1

require ·command.rb·
module Command'
c lass L~e < Base
def initiaiize
8minlevel
8pos i tion
e"nd

8~nfight

@~_lnstance

Page 1/1

require "command.rb"
require ·util.rb"
module Command
class Look < Base
def initialize
8minlevel =, 0
iposhion
MobU e: : Pos : : REST1NG
hnUg.ht
true
end

o

Mobile: (POS:;SLEEPING
fal!H~

def run (mobile, cmdlinel
em = EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage::NORMAL. EnvMessagc::ACTION.
mobile)
if mobile.position > Mobile: :Pos: :LAYJNG
mobile.textOut("You lie down.\r\n")
em.audlolntemdty ~ EnvMessage: :Audlo: :WIIVKING
em,videolntensity " EnvMessage: :Video: :WALKING
em.audi0 = "rustling"
"!m.video = "lies down"
elsif mobile. position "" Mobile: :Pos: :SLEEP1NCl
mobile.textOut(·you wake up.\r\n")
mobile.textOut(mobile.node. look(mobile))
em.audioIntenslty = 0
em.videoIntcnsity - ~nvMessage::video::SUBTLE
em. video '" "wakes up'
Elise
mobile.textOut(·You·ro already lying down.\r\n·)
return
end
mobile.positlon " Mobile: :PO$::LAYING
mobile . node. doMessag.~ (em)
end
end

look.rb

Mar 12, 03 22:36

def run(mob ]e, cmdlinel
Logger. og(·.(mobile.name): Look·, Logl,evel::INI'O)
'if cmdl ne 0:'" ••
mob le, textOut (mobHc. node, look (mob!le I )
else
• OR FIND EXIT OR . , .
args ~ cmdll.ne,spl1t(" "j
if args.size ~~ 1 " spec ~ Utl.l.parseFlndSpeclargslOjl
Logger.log(spec)
if spe\:.all II spec.count > 0
mobile.textOut(·YOu can't find Lt.\r\n·)
else
it target = mobile.node.findMob(spec, mobile)
elsie taryet ~ mobile.node.flndltem(sp~c, mobile)
elsl! target" mobiJe.findltemlspec, mobiLe)
end
i f target
else

mobile.textOut(tar9~t.look(mobile»)

mobile.textOut("You can't find it.\r\n·)
em!
end
elsif args.size == ~ " spec ~ Utll.parserindSpec(argsll!)
if spec.all I~ spec.count > 0
mobile.textOutf·You can't tind it.\r\n"l
else
if tatget = mobile.node.f,indltem(s\Jec, mobile) II
target " mobUe. El.ndItem (spec, mobile)
.mobile.textOut(tMrget.look_in(SargsIOJ II
else
moblle,textOut(·yOU can't find it.\r\n"l
end
end
else
l1lobile,textOut('You can't find it.\r\n")
end

" Lie.new

end'
Commandparser. reg is tel' ( " lie". t'otnmand:: Lie. [nstance)

end

end

ii_in'5tance

~.

Look.new

enl:l
end
CommandParser. register ("look", Command: :Look. Instance)
CommandParser. H!g ister ("1", Command:: Look. Instance)
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Printed by KeVIn Raatolf

open.rb

Mar 16, 03 12:57

Page 1/1

push.rb

Mar 17, 03 19:50

rp.quire "command.rb"

req~ire

mooule Command
class 0Den < ~ase
der initialize
ifminlcvcl

module Command
etass Push < Spceia 1.
def.. init;ia,lize
super("push', falsel
'fmi n 1eve] = 0,
ipos i tiQn = 'Mobile : : Pos: : STANDING
Iilinf. ight = nue

o

~position

IHoUght

~

Mobi.le: : Pos: ., STANDING
rr:ue

end

Page 1/1

"spec;al.rb"

end
clef run (mobil.e , cmdl inc)
if (passage" mobil.e. node. Und'Exit (cmcli inc)

&&

passage. visiblp.

~(jI_inBtance

pdssage.do~["

Push. new

end

if passage.dooe.open
rnobiJe.textOut("It's already open.\r\n")

end

else

COl1U'llandparse·r. reg is t(lC ( "push·. Command:: Push. Instance)
passage.cloor.open = true
mobUe. t,extOut (" You open, the • (passage. name. (PassOlge: : SOU

RCF.)}.\r\n")
end
else
moblle.tp.xtJOul("You can't do that. \r\n;' I
end

else
m65ile.textO~t(·YOU can't

find it.\r\n")

end
end
Q@_lnstancc

Open. new

end
end
C.ommandPalCser .lCegister ( "open", Comm.and:, Open . Instance )
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Printed by Kevin Radloff
Mar 12, 03 22:36

put.rb

Page 1/1

require "command. rb"
rRquire "util.rb"
module Command
c lass put '" Base
de! in'itialize
Gminlevel
iposition
iinf igbt
end

Iii_instance

Page 1'/1

require 'command.rb"
modulI:! Command
class Rest'" Base
def initialize
"min level
"positIon
"infight
end

o

M.obi Ie: : Pos: : RESTING
true

det run (moblLe. cmdline)
if cmdline == ""
mobile.textOut("Put what where?\r\n")
else
args = cmdline.split(" "I
target = nil
source = nil
if args.slze == I
moblle.textOut("Put wha~ where7\r\n")
return
elsif args.size ~= 2
if tspee = Utl1.parserindSpee(args!OI) &&
sspee = Util.paxseFindSpec(args!ll)
if !sspec.a]l && ssp~e.count == 0 &&
source = mopile.node.findItem(sSpec. mobile)
if Source.ls a7(Container)
target =-source.ftndItemltspec. mobile)
else
mobile.textOut('That·s not a conta.iner. \r\n")
end
end
end
end
j f target
mobile.put(target, source)
elSE!
mobile.textOut("you can't tlnd it.\r\n"1
end
end
end
.:lnd

rest.rb

Mar 12, 03 13:38

o

Mobile : : Pas: : S'LEEPING
false

def run (mobile. emdline)
EnvMessage: :ACTION.
mobilel
em.audioJntensity = EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALKING
em.videolntenslty = EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALKING
em.audio = "rustling'
if mobile.position > Mobile: :Pos: :SITTINC
mobile. textOut ( •.You 51 t down and start rest Ing. \ nn" 1
em. video = "sits down and starts resting"
elsif mobile.position == Mobile: :Pos: :$LEEP1NG
mobile.textOut("You wake up and start resting.\r\o"1
mobile.textOut(mobile.node.look(mobilel)
em. video = "wakes up and starts resting'
clsif mobile.position '" Mobile: ,Pos: 'RESTING
mobile . textOut (" You sit up and start rest Ing. \ nn')
em.video = "si·ts up and starts resting"
elslf moblle.posltlon ~~ Mo~lle, :POS,:RESTING
mobile.textOut("You're already resting.\r\n")
return
else
mobile.textOut("You start restlng.\r\n'"
em.vide·o = "starts resting"
end
mobile.position = Mobile: :Pos: ,RESTING
moblle.node.doMessagelem)
em'~

EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage::NORMA~.

end
end

i~

lnstance

= Rest.new

end
CommandParser.register("rest", Conunand: ,Rest. Instance)

Put. new

end
CommandParser. register ('put", Command:: Put. Instance)
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88y.rb

Mar 06, 03 20:44

Page 1/1

8it.rb

Mar 12,0313:46

require ·command.rb·

require ·command.rb'

module Command
c~ass Say < Rase
def initialize
liminlevel
fiposition
iinfight
end

module Command
class Sit < Base
der initialize
liminlevel ~ 0
"position
Mobile::Pos::SLEEPlNG
Ii inf"ight = false
end

o

Mobile: :Pos: : STANDING
true

def run ('mobile, cmdlincJ
if cmdltne == ••
mobi] e. te,xtOut ( •Say what? \ nn")
else
mobile.textOut( "You say. 'W{cmdJine}' \r\n")
em = EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage::NORMA~. EnvMessage:
mobile)
em.audiointensity = EnvMessage: :Aud1o::$PEECH
em.videoIntensity = EnvMessage::Video::STANDING
em.audio = 'Sc1YS, 'W{cmdrline)'"
mobile.node.doMessagelem)
end
end
@@

instance

end

Page 1/1

de! run(mobile. cmdline}
em = EnvMess~ge.newlF.nvMessage: :NORMAL. EnvMessage: :ACTION.
J1\obile)
enl.aud.iolntens'ity = EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALKING
cm.videolntensity = EnvMessa9c: :video: :WALKING
em. audio = "rustling"
i f mobile.position > Mobile: :Pos: :SI'fTING
mobile.textOut("YOU sit clown.\r\n")
em. video = 'sits down"
elaH mobile.position == Mobile: :Poa::SLEEPING
mobile.textOut(·YOU wake up and sit up.\r\n")
mobilc.textOut(mobile.node.look{mobile)}
em. video = "wakes up and sits up"
elsif mobile.p@sition < Mobile: :Pos: :SITTING
mobile.textOut("You sit up.\r\n·)
em. video ~ "SitB up"
else
mobiJe,textOut("You're already sitting.\r\n")
return
end
mobile, position = Mobile: :I>OS: :SITTING
mobile,node.doMessage(eml
end

:TALKI~G.

Say.new

end
CommandParser. reg lster (. say", Command:: Say. Ins ~anc:e I

ii_instance
end

= Sit.new

end
CommandParser. reg I s ter ( • sit", Command:: Sit. Ins tance)
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

sleep.rb

Mar 06, 03 20:49

Page 1/1

require "conun.and. rb"

rt!quir~

module Conunand
class Sleep < 8ase
<let initIalize
liminlevel " 0
iposlUon : Mobile: :Pos: :LAY.WG
liinfight ~ fals~
end

module Cbmmand
class Stand < Base
de-f. In,i t ial I ze
llminievel
liposition
(,Iinfight
end

de! run(mobl leo cmdline)
em ~ EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage: : NORMAL, EnvMessage: : ACTION,
mob~

Ie)

"command.rh"

o

Mobile: :Pos::LAYING
false

en~

99 instance

end

Stand. new

end
instance

end

Sleep. new

eod
CommandParse,r. register (. s let!p". command:: Sleep. lnst·allce)

May 18,2003

Page 1/1

def run(mobile. cmgllne)
if mobile.position ~- Mobile: :Pos::STAND1NG
mobUe. textOut ("You're already standing. \nn")
else
mobile.position ~ Mobile: :Pos: : STANDING
mobile.textOut(·YOu stand up.\r\n")
em ~ EnvMessage. new I F.nvMessage, : NORMAL. EnvMessage:: ACTION,
mobile )
em.3uQloIntensity ~ EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALK1NC
em.vldeoIntensity ~ EnvMessage: :video: :WALK1NC
em.. audio" "rustling'
em. video ~ 's~and5 up'
"IOU Lle . nodt! . (loMessayiJ (em)
end

if mobile.position > Mobile: :Pos::LAY1NG
mobile. textOut ("You lie down and go to sleep, \nn")
em.audioIntensity : EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALK1NG
em.vldeoIntensity ~ EnvMessage: :video: :WALKINC
em.video ~ "lies down and goes tp sleep"
em.audio • "rustling"
else
moblle,te~tOut(·yOu go to sleep.\r\n")
em.awdiolntenslty ~ 0
em. vldeolntenslty = EnvMessage: :Video,: : SUBTLE
em. video = "goes to sleep'
end
mouile.position = Mobile::pos::SLEEPING
mobile.node.doMessage(em)
ill

stand.rb

Mar 12. 0313:48

end
CommandParser. register ('sta,nd", Command:: Stand. [nstanCe)

Printed by Kevin Radloff

8wltch.rb

Mar 12, 03 20;29

Page 1/1

twlst.rb

Feb 27,03 19:33

require ·special.rO"

regulre "special.rb"

module Co:nmand
cl.ass Swl'tc·h < Spe.cia,l
deE initialize
~uper ("swl tcll" , fa]se)
~minlevel ~ 0
9poBition = Mobile,:Pos::STANDlNG
91nfight ~ false
end

module Command
class Twist ~ Sp'e~ial
deC init.l.alize
super("twlst", falsel
~mlnlevel = 0
@posltion - Mobile,:pos::RESTlNG
9inlight ... false
end

(j'fi!_

insta!'ic"

Swi tch. new

@(j

end

Sunday May 18,2003

~

Twist.new

end

end
CommandRarser.register("swltch", Command:

instance

Page 1/1

end
:Switch.Ifls~ancel

C:omlnand'l'i:\rser. registet (" tw.ist". Command:: Twist. I<nstilnce)

.lbaselcmdslverbslswltch. rb ..lba$e1cm~slverbsltwlst.lrb
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Prinled by Kevin Radloff

wak•.rb

Mar 12, 0313:51

Page 1/1

reQui re ' cOlllllla"nd. rb'

IreQuir~

Imodule COlllllland
I
class Wake < Base
def inHi.alize
iminlevel
ipollition
iinUght
end

o

Mobile::Pos: : DEAD
false

de! run(moblle, cmdllne)
if mobile.position !; Mobile::Pos: :STANDING
em = EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage:,NORMAL, EnvMessage: : ACTION,
mobUe)
em.audiolntensity = EnvMessage: :Audio: :WALKING
em.videolntensity = EnvMessage::video: :WALKING
em. audio = 'rustling"
if mobile,position > Mobile::Pos::SLE£PING
mobile,textOut('You stand up.\r\n")
em. video = 'stands up'
else
mobile. tcxtOut ( "You wake up aDd stand up. \ nn' )

else
ll\obile.te)(tOut('YcU're al.roady awake.\r\n')

end

end
Wake. new

end

Command Parser. register ("wake", Command:: Wa'kc". Ins tance)

"tool.rh"

de! doCommand(mobile, cmdline)
if cmdline == ."
mobile.textOut(·Write what on what?\r\n")
ell>e
name. text ,= cmdline.split(' ", 2}
if text ="= nil II text ,,= ,,,
mobile.textOut('wrlte what1\r\n")
else
spec = util.parseFindSpeclname)
if obj ~ mobile. node, findltem(spec, mobile) II
obj = mobi Ie. findJ,tem(spec, mobile)
if obj . respond_to? ("write_on" I
ol;lj.write_on(mobill!, text)
else
mobile.t~xtOUt("yOU can't write on that.\r\n")
end
else
mobile.textOut("write on what?\r\n")
end
end
end
end

em.video = 'wakes up and stands up"
end
!lIobtle.position = Mobile: :Pos::STANDING
mobile.node.doMessage(eml

9i_instance

Page 1/1

module COlllllland
class write < Tool
def initial ize
superl'write', true)
"minievel = 0
"position = Mobile: :Pos::STANDING
"infight • false
end

mobile.textOut(mobile.n~de.look(mobile))

end

wrlt•.rb

May 17,030:57

9i_lnstance
end

~

Write. new

end
CommandParser. register ( "wr i te", COlM\and: :wri te. Instance)
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yell.rb

Mar 12, 03 13:57
require

Page 1/1

"comma~nd.rb"

module Command
class Yell < Base
def ini,tialize
iminlevel
iposition
i.lnfight
end
def

module Command
class Eval < ~ase
def inItialize
!iminlevel
Iiposltion
ai nfight
end

o

Mobile::Pos::STANDfNG
tru..

end
end

Page 111

require ·command.rb"

run(mobile. cmdline)
i ( cmdline ~ ~ ".
mobile.textOut("Yell what?\r\n"j
eIRe
mobile. textOut (" You yell. .• (cmdl in.. ) . \ r\n")
em = SnvMessage.ncw(EnvMessage: : NORMAL. EnvMeRsage: :TALKING,
mobile)
em.audiolntensity: EnvMessage::Audio::YELL
em.videolntensity : EnvMessage: :Video: : STANDING
em, audio : "yells. '~( cmdline) , "
mobile.node.cloMessageCem)
end

9@_instance

8val.rb

Mar 13, 03 20:24

Yell.ncw

100

Mobile,:Pos::DEAD
true

deC run (mob. cmclllne)
beg~n

mob. textOut (" W(.eval cmcll ine} \r\n"l
rescue IndexError. SyntaxError. NameError. TypeError.
ArgumentError ~> error
mob.textOut("'(error)\r\n")
end
end
end

ai_instance

Eval,new

II end
CommandParser. reg! ~ter ( "eva I". Command:: P.va I, Ins tance)

end
COJJllllandPa rser . reg is t e r: 'C "ye 11 ". Command:: Y'c 11 . r ns tanc e)

Sunday May 18, 2003
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

,oto,rb

Feb 27, 03 19:31
require 'command.rh'
module Command
class Goto <
. det init
imin
ipos
tillnt
end

Base
ali:u!
evel
tion
ght

olc,rb

Mar 17, 0319:45

Page 1/12

require 'oommand.rb'
require 'util.rb'

100

Mobile: :Pos: : DEAD
true

det run (moh, cmdline)
if node: Util.parseID('n'. cmdline)
mob.textOut('Going to (R.{cmdJine)(x.\r\n')
mob.node.lcave(mob)
node. enter (mobl
print('.(node)\n')
mob.textOutlmob.node.look(mob»
else
mob.textOutl'Can't find specified node.\r\n')
end
end
iG_instance

Page 1/1

module Command
class O~C < Base
det init.ia 11 ze
iminlevel
i,position
iinfight
end

100

Mobile: :Pos: : STANDING
false

det run (mob, cmdl ine)
if lmob,is_a7(Player)
return
end
if cmd.line :,: ""
mob.textOut('Do what? (new list view edit load write)\r\n')
els!'
sUbcmd. args ~ cmdline.splitl" " 2)
ease subcmd.downcase
when 'new'
olcNew(mob, args)
whcn "list"
olcList(mob. args)
when 'view'
olcView(mob. argsl
when 'edit"
olcEdit(mob. args)
when 'load'
olcLoad(mob. args)
when 'delete"
olcDelete(mob, args)
when 'write'
o}cwrlte(mob. args)
else
mob.textOut('Oo what? (new Ust view edU load)\r\n")
end
end

Goto.new

end
end
Command Parser . register ('go to'. Command:: Goto. Ins tanec)

e.od
pri vate
det olcNew(mob. argsl
i f largs
mob. textOut ("Create what? (zone node mob item passage) \r\n")
return
end
subsubcmd.subargs : args.llplit(OO' 2l
it !subargs
mob.texcOUt('Create with what id7\c\n')
return
end
case subsubcmd.downcase
when "z" then olcNewZone(mob, subargs)
when ·zone" tnen o}cNewZonelrnob. su'bargs)
when 'n" then olcNewNode(mob, 5ubarg~1
when "node' then olcNewNodelmob. sUba~gS)
when "m" then olcNewMobfmob. subargs)
when 'mob' tben olcNewMob(mob, subargs)
when "too then olcNewltem(mob, subargs)
when 'item' then olcNewItem(mob. subargs)
when 'p" then olCNewPass(mob. subargsl
when 'passage' then olcNewPass(rnob. subargs)
else
rnob.textOut("Create what?\r\n')
end
end

det olcNewZone(mob. args)
D ...:-..__ ...l,,",,-... tL _ •• ~,"'" D.- .....
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Prlnted by Kevin R

Mar 17, 0319:45
olc.rb
Id, name. args.split(' " 2)
if $zoneslidJ
mOb.textOut('Zone already extsts!\r\n')
elsi! ld && name
Ir Id !- /1~O-91/ && id.to_1 >= 0
$zones(ldl ~ Zone.new(lal
$zoneslidl . name = name
mob.textOut('Created zone (R'(args)(x.\r\n")
else
mob.taxtOut("Invalid zon~ id.\r\n")
end
else
mob.textOut('Creat zone with what id and name?\r\n'l
end
end

Page 2/12

~ar

cnd

end

key, node. elas = args.split(' ", )
if key" node && key 1- (I~A-Za-za{
if mob. node. findExit (keyl
"
mob.textOut("Exit already exists.\r\n")
else
key. downcltSe !
if elas ,& elas.to_c
pass = e1as.lo_c,new(mob,node, node. keyl
el!;~

pass; Passage.newlmob.node. node. keyl
~d

mob.oocte.addExitlpass)
mOb.textOul("Added exit· (RI(key}(x' to (Rt(oode)(x.\r\n·)
el)d

else
mob.textOut ("ole new p <key"> <node>\nn'l
end

end

der oleLlstlmob. args)

if !args
mob.t~xtOut("Lil;t

what? (zone node mob item)\t'\n")

rcturn

end
subsubcmd, subargs = args.split(" " 2)
If subargs && l$zooeslsubargs}
mob.textOut("Zone not found.\r\n")
return
el s if! subargs
zone = mob. zone
else
zone = subargs
end
cage subsubemd.downcase
when "1.' then olcListZonelmobl
when "zone' then olcListZone~mob)
when 'n" thAn o}cListNodelmob. zone)
whon .. node" then Q1cI:.istNode (mob, ZO[ll:")
when 'm" then olcListMob(mob. zone)
whe"n "mob' then olcLlstMoblmob. zone)
when 't" thert'olcListltelll{mob, zone)
when "item' tnen 01cListltem(roob, zone)
else
mob.textOut('Llst what? (node mob itelll)\r\n')
end

end
end
deE oleNewMob(mob, arog)
if Utll.parseTP('m·. ~rgs)
mob.textOutl"Mobile already exists!\r\n')
elslE args =- (([O-9)'I\.([0-9]'){
if $zones[$l)
mob i.1e = Mobil e . new ($2)
mobile.parent = 51
$zonesI511.addMoblmObile, $2}
mob.textOut("Added mobile (RI(args}(x. \r\n')
elg~

mob.textOut('Zone (R'($l)(x does nOl exist.\r\n")

els"e
mot>. textOut ("Invalid mobile id.\r\n")
end
e"nc1

Sunday May 16, 2003

end

der olcNewpass(mob, args)

mob.texLDut("rnvalld node id.\r\n·)

oICNewltem(mob. a(gs),
Id, CIa! = arg!;.spUtl"" 21
H Uti} .parscrD(' j ' , idl
mob.textOut~"Rem already exlstsl\nn")
elsH l.d =- 1([O-9J·,j\.([O-91"){ && I!clas II ~las.to_cl
H $zonesl511
if elas
item = elas.to_c.newIS21
else
item = Item.nAw(52)
end
item.parent ~ 51
$zones[Sl) .addttem(item, $21
mob.textOut("Added Item (R.(id}{x.\r\n')

mob.textOut('Zone (R'($I)(x does nOl exlsL.\r\n")

mob.textOtit("lnvalld item id.\'\n")

~Ige

det

Page 3/12

else

def olcNewNode(mob, args)
id. clas = args.split(· , 2)
if Util.parse!D( 'n', Itl)
mob.textOut('Node already exists! \r\n")
elsir Id =- {(lO-9]'I\.([O-9)'){
I ( 5zones I 5I I
if elas && elas.to_c
node = clas.to_e.Dew(52)
else
node ~ Node.new($2)
end
node.parent = $1
$zoncs($lf.addNode(node. $2)
mob.textOut(·l'.dded node (RI(ld}(x.\r\n")
else
mob.textOutl·Zone (R'($ll{x does not exist.\r\n")
end

end

olc.rb

17, 03 19:45
else

end
def oicListZone(mobl
str = "Zones:\,\o"
keys: $zones.keys.sort ( la,bl a.rjust(S) <c> b,~just(5)
keys.each ( Ikeyl
zone = $zones[keyl
str « "(Rt(zon~,id.rjust(5) lex: .(zone.namel\r\n"
)

mob.textOut(str)
end

,

def olcListNode(mob, zone)
str = "Zone (R'(~onel(x nodes:\r\n"
keys = $zones[zoneJ .Qodes.keys.sort ( la,bl a.rjust(5) c:> b.rjust(5

Jbaselcmds/Wlzardlolc.rb
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Printed by Ke-.,In IAadloff

olc.rb

Mar 17, 0319:45
)

Page 4/12

)

keys.each ( Ikeyl
n : $zones(zohe] . nodes Ikey)
str « "(R'ln.id.rjuSt(51 lex: Iln.name)\r\n"
I

mob.texLOut(str)
<i!nd
dcf olcListMoblmob. rone)
str = "Zone IR'lzone}{x mobs:\r\n'
keys" $zoneli(zone!.mobs.keys.sol"t ( la,bl a.rjulit(5)

Mar 17, 03 19;45
olc,rb
mob.textOut("'{node.to_s(true) }\r\n")
else
mob.textOut I "The specified node was not found.\r\"")
end
end
det o EcviewPassage (mob, argsl
i f largs

<:>

mob.textOut("View which passage?\r\n")
end
if pass ~ mob.node.findExitlargs)
mob. textOut (" "pass. to_!'l (true) I \rln")
e.lse
mob.textOut('Passage not found.\r\n')
end

b.rjust(51

keys.each { !keyl
m = $zones[zone! . mobs [keyl
stl" « "(R'(m.id.l"just(S) lex: '(m.name)\r\n"
)

end

mob.textOutlstr)
end
def olcLlstltemlmob, zOne)
str = "Zone {RI(zone)(x items:\r\n"
keys ~ $zones[zone] .items.keys.sort { la.bl a.l"justlSl
)

}

keys.eac~

( Ikeyl
i ~ $zones(zone] .itemslkeyJ
str « "IRI(i.id.rjustI5)}{x: '{i.sdesc}\r\n"

}

mob.textOutllitr)
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b.l"justlS

def olcvieWMOIl{mob, args)
if args && mobile = Util.~arseIDC'm', args)
mob.textOut("'{mQblle.to_s{truel )\r\n')
elsi f args
spec = Dtt~.parBeFindSpec(args)
it !spec
1 spec. aU II spec. count > 0
elsif mob Ie = mob. node. findMob(spec)
mob.textOut("'(mobile.to_s{true) )\r\n")
else
mob.textOutl"1he specitied mob was not found.\r\n")

1

Crjd

end

else

def olcViewlmob, arqs)
I t Iargs
.
mob. textOut {'View what? (zone node mob item) \nn")
return
end
subsubcmd, subargs = ar9a. sp lit (" ". 2)
case subsu~md.downcase
when "z" then olcViewZone~mob, subargs)
wpen "z,one' then olcViewzonelmQb, subargsl
when "n' then olcVicwNod~lmob, subargsl
when "node" then olcVi.cwNode(mob. subargs)
when "P" then olcViewpassage(mob, subargs)
when "paSsage' then olcviewpassagelmob, subargs)
when "m" then olcVlewMoblmob, subargs)
wheh "mob" then olcViewMob(mob. subargs)
when "i" then olcViewltem(mob, subargsl
when 'item" then olcvicwltem(mob. subargsl
else
mob.textOut("Vlew what? (zone nooe moll lteml\r\n")
end
end
de! oLcVlewZone(mob, arQs)
It aras
$zoneslargs]
lone = $loneslargsl
else
zone = $zones(mob.zonel
end
mob.textOut("'(zone.to_s(truel }\r\n')
end

,&

det olcVlewNode{mob, argll
nodE'! = ni I
if arg9
node = utll .parseIDC·n'. args)
else
node K. mob. node
end
i f node

mob.tcxtOut{"The specified mob was not found.\n,n'1
end
end
def olcViewltemfmob, args)
if args && item ~ Utll.parSeIp(' i', argsl
mob. tex;:Out I"' (item. to_sltrue) )\I"\n" I
ersit args
spec = Util .parsePindSpec(args)
if !spee II spec.all I I spec.count > 0
elsi.E item .~ mob.node. findltemlspecl II
item: mob.findltemlspec)
mob. te"tOut ('" ,( Item. to_5 (true) ) \ nn")
else
mob. textOut ('The specified item was not tound. \r\n")
end
eJse
mob.textOut("The specified item was nOt found.\r\n")
end
end
def' olcEdit(mob, arga)
if' !arOll
mob.textOut("Edit what? IzonE! node mob lteml\r\n'l
return
,end
aUbsubcmd, subargs = a_rgs. sp II t (" ". 2)
11' !subargs
mob.textOut("Edit which object?\r\n')
return
end
case subsubcmd.downcase
when 'z" then olcEditzone(mob, subargsl
when 'lone' then olcEditzone{mob, subargsl
when 'n' then olCEdlt~ode(mob, subargsl
when 'node" then olcEd]tNode(mob, subargsl
when 'p' then olcEditPassagelmob, subargs)
when "pas.sage' then olcEd'! tPassage Imob, subargs)
when "m' th~n olc£ditMob(mob, subargsl
when 'mob" tben olCEd.ltMob(mob, 8ubargs)

Printed by Kevtn Fit
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wheh :f· then o!cEditltem(mob, Buba~g5)
when "ite~" then olcEdit]tem(mob, subargs}
eLse
mob. textOut ("create what? \r\n")
end
end
def olcEdiczone(mob, ~rgs)
subemd, sUba~gs = args.splitl" , 2)
if 'sllbargs
sub"rgs .: '"
end
case sU.bGmd
whe.r: "name'
Stones ImoQ. zone) . name ~ subargs
mob. textOut (" Set name to 'I (subacrgs I' . \ nn")'
e.lse
mob.tel<tOut(·Edit wtlich property?\r\n")
end'
end
def olcEctitNode(mob, args)
oode = mob. oode'
subcmd, subargs ~ ar·gs. spl it. ("" 2)
if 'slJbargs
subal'gs .,. ""
el.se
suba('gs. chomp l
end
case subcmd
wheo "name'
node.. n.ame ~ suoa'rgs
mob.textOut("Set (RM(node.parent) .• (oode"id}{x name to 'Wlsubargl

end
when "deli tem"
when "delrnob"
else
If node.editPro~erty(subcmd. mob, suuargs)
else
mob. tel<EOut I • &Ii t whi eh propert.y? \ nn")
en<l
end

wben "sdeso"
node.sdese = Bubargs
mob.textOut("Set (RI(node.pa~ent)._fnode. Id}(x sdese to '8(SUbar,

end
cle[ olcEctit Passagl" (mob. a~gs)
3)
'key, subcmd. subargs " args. sp lit ( "
key, downcas e.!
if pass = mob,node.find':xic(key)
if !subargs
5u'oatgs = ""
end
case subcmd.downcase
when "name"
pa$s.name " subargs
mob. textOut ("S'et name to 'Wfsubargs)'.\r-\n'}
when "keys'"
if subargs == '"
pass,keywurds ~ l~
else
pass. keywords ~ suba,rgs. downcase, spl i t (" ")
end,
mob.textOutl"Set keywords to '(RM(~ass.kcywords.joln(' ')

gs)'.\r\n"l

(RW(node.pareh.t):.~(node
..id)(x

Idesc to:

\r\nl(te~t)\r\n")

else
mob. textOut ("No C.hanges. \ nil" )
end
)

when "outsi<le'
if subarg$.downcas~ ~- /~(t1truelylyes)SI
node. outside ~ crue
mob.textOUt ("Set (RI/node.pa,rentl, 8(node, id),(x to Of> (Routsi
ae,(x. \[\n')

el si f subngs. downcase =- r ([ I fa! s~ I0 l'no), S I
node. outside ~ false
mob. textOul; ( "Set. (R8,(node.pCll:'e.nt) .• (node , id) (x to be (Rindoo

when "vis"
if suba,rgs.downcase =- I(tlttuelylyesll
pass.vis-ible = true
mob. textOut ("Sel passage (R.l'.key) (x to be (Rvlslble,(x. \r

end
when "amb'! en,t'
1 f s·ubargs. to_i >'= 0,
node. amp! ent = guba,l:'gs, to_i

\n ")

mob.textO~t(·Set (R.(rrode.parentl.W(~ode.idf(~ambicn~

light

(RW(node.dmbientHx.\r\n')
end
wben "audio"
~ [ !'lubat·g-s. to_i >~' 0
n~de,audio = sUbargs.to_i
mob.textOut('Sel; (R.(node.parentl.tllnode.id)(x audio to (RI{
oode.audio)(x.\r\n")
~o

Sunday May 18, 2003
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'.\1:\0")

rS(I<. \r\n')

level
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eod
when "video'
if sUbargs.to_i >= 0
node,video = ~ubargs.to_i
mol:l.textOUt("Set (iU(i'lode,parent).I(oode.id}(x video to IR.'1
"node.video) (x. \1:'\0')
end
when "additem'
if item = Util,parse]DI'j', suba~g~l
l~yout = ~ayout' :ltem.newlitem.parent, node,idl
layout. Item = itern.id
node. 1temLayout.push(layout)
mob.textOut("NoQe IRM(node.pal'eptl .• (node.idl(x 10adLng Item
(RW ( item. par<:lnt I .• ( 1tern. id) .( x . \ r\ n" )
else
mob. textl)ut ('It.em not fOl!lnci. \I:'\n")
end
wheo "Clddlnob"
if m = Util.parSeID( 'm', subargs)
layout = Layout: :Mobile.new(m,parent, node.ld)
layout,mobile = m.ld
node. mobLayau t . pus.h ( I ayou t.)
mob, textOut,( "Node {RM (node. parent) . I (node. i d) (x I,Qadi ng mob
nu (ro, pa,rent) . Hm. ld} (x. \r\n")
elBe
mOb.textOut("Mobile not found.\r\n"l

s) .. \""n')

when "ldesc'
Editor.newlmob) { I text I
If text
node.ldesc = ~ext
mob.texEOul("Set

olc,r_b

I Mar 17. 0319:45

elsiC su,bargs.downcase =- /(tl{dlselnlno)/
pass.visible ~ (alse
mob. textOut ("Set passage (I'i.1{key')(x to be (Rhwisiple(x.

\r.\n" l

./base/cmds/wizardlolc. rb

end

when 'nav"

if su~args.downcase ~- Iltltruely!yesll
pass. nav igable = true

='
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\nn")

end
when "'trans'
pass. transition = subargs
mob. telltOut (' Set t,rans it ion to '. (subargs) , . \ nn' I
when 'dist"
pass.distance = subargs.to_l
mob. te.xtOut (" Set (RI (key) (x distance to (R' (subarg,,)

end

else
,end

(x. \

r\n'

end
whe'n "video"
"if sUbarga. to,_i >= 0
pa,as. video = subargs. to_i
mob.textOut(·Set (RN(key)(x video to (R'(pass.video){x.\
r\n'l
end
when "door"
if suba'rgs. downcose =- / ~ I t I'true I,y Iyes) S/
paBs.door'" true
mob.textOut("Made (RN{keyl{x a door,\r\n")
elsif suba,rgs ,downcase =- I~ (f I false I n I no) $1
pass.door = false
mob.texLOut("Made (RN{keyl{x a normal passage.\r\n")
eJs~f pass,door : Bubargs
mob.textOut("Linked (R~(key)(x to (RN(subargs){x.\r\n")
end
when "sopen"
it pa$s,doo~
if subargs.downcase =- l{tltrueIYlyes)/
pass.door.startOpen = true
mob.textOut("Set (RN{key)(x to start open.\r\n·1
e lsH subargs. downcase ,,- 1 (f II tal se I n I no) 1
pass.door.startOpen " false
mob.textOut("Set {IR'(key)(x to start closed.\r\n")
end
end
when "daudio'
if pass.door
if sUbargs.to_i >= 0
pass.door.claudio = subargs.to~i
mob.textOut(·Set (RI(key)(x audio dampening t,o (R~(S
(x.

)

when "keywords"
newkeys = sUbargs.downcase.splitl· 'l
newkeys.deletc_if ( Ikl
k == 'a' ~1 k == "an" I I k == 'tbe' I I k := "of" )
newkey,s = l"ni "1 if newkeys.site < 1
target.keywords = newkeys
mob. textOut ("Set keywords to '~( newkeys. jotn I' '))'. \ r\n")
when 'level'
level = subargs.to_i
if level> 0 && level <= 100
target. level • level
mob.t"xtOut("Set {RM(target.name)(x level to N(subargs).

\nn")

ubargs){x.\r\n·)

end
end
when "dvideo"
if paS>l.cloor
if subarga,to_i >= 0
pass.doQr.dvideo = subargs.to_J
mob.textOut("Set (RI(key){x video
end
else

end

mob. textOut ('''Passage not found. \I'\n")

end

def olcEditMob(mob, args)
id, subcmd, aubargs = args.splitl· " 3)
target = nil
i~ spec = Util.parseFlndSpec(id.downcds~)
if !spee.all && spec.count =~ 0
target = mob.node.EindMob{spec)
end
end
it ! targ.et
target = Util.pars.eID( 'm'. iell
end
j f target && subcmd
if !subargs
subargs = ""
else
subarga. cho.mp!
end
case su.bcmd
when "n,ame'
slibargs e.o "nil" if: Bubargs "'= ""
target.name = subargs
mob.textOut("Set name tQ "(subargs)'.\r\n")
newkeys = subargs. downcase. s'p lit I' ")
newkeyB.deletc_it ( Ikl
II = = "a' I I k= = "an' I I k == "t be' I I k == "of" )
newkeys = ("nil"! if newkeys.slze < 1
target.keywords = newkeys
mob. textOut ("Set keywords to '. (newkeys, jo~n I' '))'. \r\n')
when "rdese"
target.rdesc = subargs
mob.textOutl"Set current rdesc to 'N(suhargs)' ,\r\n'l
w,hen '1desc"
Editor.new(mobl { Itextl
i f text
target.ldesc = text
mob'. tex,tOut (. Set Wese to, \r\nl (text) \ 1'\ n")
else
mob. textOut ("No changes. \ r\n')
end

",nen 'hangle"
pass,hangle = sUbargs.to_i
mob. textOut ("Set (RHkey}(x hangle to (RI (subargs){x. \r\n")
"'hen 'vangl~'
pass. vangle = suba'rgs. to_i
mob. textOut ('Set (RI (key) {x vangIe to (RN (subargs) (x. \r\n")
when "audio"
if subatgs.to_i >= 0
pass.audio = subargs.to_i
mob. textOut'( "Set (RN{key) (x audio to (RN{pass.audio) (x. \

r\n")
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if pass.editPropertylsubcmd, mob, subargsl
else
mOb.textOut("Edit which property?\r\n")
end

elsiE ~ubargs.downcase =- I(flfaiselnlnol I
poss.navigable ~ false
mob.textOut(·Set passage {R,{key)(x to be (Runn4vigable(

I. x. \nn'l

ubargs)

o'lc.rb

Mar 1'7, 03 19:45

moD.textOut('Set passage (RN(keyl(x to be (Rnavigable(x.

\ rln")

else
d~npeoiog

to (RN{s
else
end

mob.textOut('Invalid level 'N(subargs)'.\J:'\n·1

"nd
mob, t'extOut (. Edit which property?\ r\n')

nted by Kevfn'

Mar 17.03 19;45
olc.rb
else
mob.textOut('Edlt which mob?\r\n")
end
end
deC
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args)
id, sUbcmd, subatgs = args.split('" )
target = ni 1
if spec ~ ULll.parseFlndSpec(id.downca5~1
if !spec,all && spec.count == 0
j, f ta ~get =, mob. node. fi nct It em (sl;lec I
eLsif target = mob.rindltem(specl
end
end
end
If ltarget
tar9"et = Util.parseID('I·. id)
end
if target && ~ubcmd
i r IBubargs
Bubargs = ,,'
.. llle
Bubargs.chomp!
end
case subemd
when "sdese"
subargs = "nil' if subargs == "
target.Rdesc = subargs
mob. textOut ( "Set adese to ." I subargs) , . \ n n')
newkeys • subargs.downease.spllt(' ")
newkeys.delete_if ( Ikl
k == "a" II I< .. ~ "an' 1,1 k == 'the" II k == "of' }
newlceys= ["nil") if newkeys.size < I
target,keywords = newkeys
,
mob. textOut I"Set keywords to ·-.'(nC'Wkays.join(' '»'.\r\n')
when 'rdeBc'
target.rdesc ~ Bubargs
mob.textOut('Set rdesc to '~(subargs}' .\r\n"1
when 'ldesc'
..dl tor. new (mob) ( I tp.xt I
if text
target.ldesc = text
mob. textOut ( 'Set ldesc to: \ r\n" ( text) \ r\ n')
else
mob.textOut('No changes,\r\n")
end
)

mob.textOut("Edit whiCh item?\r\n")
end

~

a(gs. spll L(' "

Pag.e 11/12
?)

object?\(\n"}

retuzrn

o~cEdjtltem(mob,

else

olc.rb

mob,textOUt('L~ad which

when "keywo rds"
newkeys = subargs, downcase , sp 1i t (" "}
newk~ys. de lete_i f ( IItl
k== "a' II k .... 'an" II It == "the" II k == "of' )
newkeys = \"001') if newkeys,s'ize < 1
target.keywords = newkeys
mob.textOut('Set keywords to 'I(newkeyll.joio(' '»'.\r\o")
else
if target,edltpropeny(subcmd, mnb, 5ubargsl
else
mob.textOut('Edit whlch property?\r\n"I
end
end

end
case
when
when
when
when
else

subcmd.downcase
'm" then QlcLoadMoblmob, subargs)
"mob" then olc~oadMQb{mob, sub~rgs)
"t' then olcLoadltem(mob, subargsl
"item' then olcLoadnem(mob, subargs)
mob.textOut("~oad

what? (mob item)\r\n')

end
end
dcr

olc~oadMob(mob. argsJ
i
~arget = Uti 1, parseJD

r

( 'm', args)
mob.node.enter(m = target.clone)
m.onf.oad
mob.textOut("Loaded (Rt(target,name)(x.\r\n·1

else
mob.textOut("The speeified mobile wall not found,\nn')
end
end
deC olcLoadltem(mob, args)
if target: Util.parseID(']', arg~1
it targ~t.carry
mob.in~ert(i ~ target.clone)
else
mnb.~od~.insert(i = target.clonel
i,node = moQ.node.id
i.zone ~ mob. node. parent
end
i . on~oa<l
mob. textOut ,{ 'Loaded {RI (target. sdesc) (x. \ r\n")
else
mob, textOUt ("T!1e sped fled 1 tem waR not found. \ nn" I
end
end
def o]cDelete(mob. args)
If largs
mOb.textOut("Oelete what? (zone node mob item passage) ,,"\n")
return
end
subcmd, subargs" args.split,(" ",2)
case subcmd.downcase
when 'z" then olcDele~eZone(mob, sUhargs)
when "~one' th~n olcDeleteZone(mob, subargs)
when "n" tben olcDeleteNode(mob, subargs)
when "node" then olcoel eteNode (mob. subargs)
when "m" then olcJi)eleteMob(mob, subargs)
when "mob" ttlen 01 cDel p.teMo'b (mob, sub"rgs)
when • i" then o1cDQ let.eTtem,(mob. subargs)
when "item" then olcDcletcltem(mob, subargs)
when 'p" then olcDelete,Passage (mob, subargs I
when 'passage" then oICD~letePa~sage(mob. subargsl
el'id
end
def olCDeleteZQne(mob. argsl
end

end
dor

Mar 17, 03 19:45
end
subcmd. subargs
~ f ! subargs

olc~oad(mob,

argsl

i f largs
mob.textOut("~oad what?

return

Sunday May 18, 2003

(mob item)\r\n")

def olcDeleteNodelmob, args)
end
deC olcDeleteMob(mob,

a~g51

.lbaselcmdslwizardlolc .rb
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if args && target = Util,parseIO('m', args)
$zonesltarget,parentJ .mobs.deletcltarget.id)
target.onRemove
mob.textOutl'Mobile IR'(args)(x deleted.\r\n")
else
mob.textOOt('Mobile not found.\r\n')
end
end
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det olcDelcteltem(mob, argsl
if args && target ~ Otil.parseID(' i', args)
$zones[target.parent) . items.delete(target. id)

module Command
class Reload < Base
deC initialize
9·minlevel
100
Mobile: :Pos::DEAO
9·p9s ition
~inf ight
false
end
def run (mob. cmdlinel
if cmdline ~~ ""
mob.textOUt("Reload what?\r\n')
else
begin
load cmdline
mob.textOut('Reloaded "(~mdline)' successfully.\r\n")
~escue LoadError, NameError, SyntaxError => e~ror
mOb.textOut("Error loading "(cmdline)', '(error)\r\n')
end
end
end

mob. textOut (' Hem (R' (args) (x deleted. \r\ n' )
else
mob.textOut('Item not found.\r\n")
end
end
args)
if args && mob.node.flndExltlargs)
mob.node. removeExit (args)
mob.textOut('Passage at '(R'(args)(x' deleted.lr\n')
else
mob.textOut('Passage not found.\r\n")
cnd

olCDeletepa~sage(mob.

end

els~

end

mob.textOut('Zone '(R'(args){x' not found.\nn")

else
mob.textOut(·write which zone?\r\"")
end
end
@@_instance
end

ie_.instance
end

deE olcwrite(mob, args)
If args
if $7.ones[args]
filename = "'(Scontig("world'I)I'(args)zone.data·
~ayout: :Writer,save(filename, $zoneslargs/)
mob. textOut ('Successfully wrote zone (R'(args}(x Lo '(R.(Cil
ename) (x' . \r\n")

OLC.n"lw

end

CommandParser.reglsterl"olc", Command: :OLe.InStanCe)
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require 'command.rb"

target.onRemov~

def

reload.rb

Feb 27,0319:30

Reload.new

eo.d

CommandParser.register("reload', Command: :Reload.tnstance)
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require ·inputhanOler.rb·
class CommandParser
.attr :commands

<

_ stowLocations ~ in. under. on. etc .
• capacity ~ total capacity
def injtcontainerlstowLoca~ions= l"in"1. capacity
GstowLocation~ ~ stowLocations
Gobjects ~ Hash.new
istowLocatioos.each ( ~locl
~objectsllocl = Arr.ay.new

def initialize

aef
end

~commands

= Hash.new

~ommandPar8er,lnstance
~ilI_lnstance

end

capacity

_ Att~mpt to insert an object. Returns false if this isn't allowed.
def I nsen (object. loc = "in")
if !~objectsllocJ
return false
else
• urn. some king of check? ;)
iobjeclslloc! .unshlft(object)
return true
!::nd
end
def remove (obj'ect. 10c = "I n" I
if !fjobjeetslloel
ret'urn false
else
If ilIobjectsIJo~l,delete(object)
return true
else
return false
end
end
end
de! each_item
IlIstowLocatlons,each t Ilocl
iobjects[loe!.eaeh I ii 1
yield i
end

end

de! tindItem{spec. mob = Qil)
ret" nil
if spec.all I I spec.count > 0
ret = Arrily .. new
end
each_item ( I i I
if i.match?(spec.name)

CommandParser.new

Sunday May 18, 2003

~

_ define new to be the same as IDe
def linkLocation,(loc, ne.w)
i f Gobj.ects I lac )
fjobjectslnew) = iobjectsilocl
else
• r.eturn an error code. or something?
end
end

clef processlmob. text)
return i! text ~~ ."
cmd. arg!; = text,split('"
21
cmd.downcase!
if args =.= nil
arqs = ••
end
Logger.logl·cmd: '". c.md •• ". LogLevel::INFO)
Seq. queue (0 1 (
if mob,aliaslcmd1
cmd. n~wargs = mob,aliaslcmd1 .splitl· , 2)
if !newargs
newargs ~ ""
end
newa'rgs .ysul>! I ft.f. ar\JS)
args = nFlW4rgs
end
if ilIcommandslcmdl ~& mob. level >~ llIeomrnands[cmdl .minlevel
if mob.posiction >= ilIcommands:lcmdl .position
ilIcommandslcmdl .run(mob. a~gsl
else
case mob.position
when Mobile : : Pos: ; DEAD
when Mobile : : Pos: : SLEEPING
mob.text;Out("In your drealJ\5, or what?\.r\n·)
when Mobile: :Pos: :~AYING
mob.textOut("You'd better stand up first.\r\n")
when Mobile: :Pos: :~ESTING
mob.textOut(·You'd better stand up firsl.\r\n")
when Mobile: :Pos: :SITTING
mob.textUutl"YoU'd better stand up first.\r\n")
end
end
else
mob.tcxtOut("Command noe found.\r\n")
end

end

01

aef addLocation(loc)
istowLoeations.push(loc)
iobjecls(locl = Array.new
end

def CQmmandParsel',register(name, Command)
~ilI_instance.reglster(name,
command)
end

instance

=

)

icapaclty

def reg:ister lname, command)
• add some sort of error handling?
ilIcommandslnamel = command
end

fj~
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module Container
4ttr ,stowLocations
attr ;objects
attr :capacity

InputHandler

private :initialize

e:lld

contalner.rb

May 17,031:18

.lbaselcommandparser.rb ./base/container. rb
0
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container.rb

May 17,031 :18

if !mobll mob.seeLight7(i.light) > 0
mob.see7(mob.node. light)
if spec.all
ret. push (i)
elsif spec.offset > 1
spec.offset = spec.offsct 
elsif spec. count > 0
spec.count ; spec.count 
ret'.pushdl
else
return i
end
end

end
}

r'eturn ret
end

end

Page 2J2

creator.rb

Feb 20. 03 11 :39

II

_Pl:lg~J/1

:, require "inputhandler. rb'
class Creator < InputHaholer
PASSWD = 0
CONFPASSWD = 1
def initializulclient)
istate = PASSWD
ipasswd ~ nil
iclient = client
lIclient.put("lle!io '(ilellent.player.name), Welcome to the character craa
t ion process. \ r\n\r\nPassword: ")
iclient.putIAC(Telnet::WlLL, Telnet::TELOPT_ECHO)
end
det procaBs(player. text)
case iSlate
when PASSWD
if text = /t'a-zA-ZO-9JI
ielient.put I "passwords must be alphanumeric. Sorry. \t:\n\r\n'l'assw
ord: .)
else
lIpas~wd ~ text.clone
lIclient.putC·\r\nConfirm password: 'J
lIstate = CONFPASSWD
"no
when CONFPASSWD
Logger .10g("I' (text») ('{liIpasswd)"'
if text == lIpasswd
lIclient.putlAC(Telnl!t: :WONT, Telnet: :T~:[.OPT_.~~CHO)
Player. upda.tePass....d (ile 11ent. pl<lyer, text)
Pldyer.write(9cliont.player)
lilclleo t . f I n,1.s hCrea t ion
else
9client.putl·\r\nPasswor~mismatch. Tryagain.\r\n\r\nPassword:
")

Ifstate
end
end
l!nd

end

=

PASSWB

~ulilClay

.loase/comalner.ro, .loase/crealor:ro
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edltor.'rb

Mar 03, 03 11 :33
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require "inputhandler.rb"
class Editor < InputHandler
def initialize(player, ~!inish)
ibuffer = Array.new
aplayer = plltyer
Uinish = finish
ipldyer.inputHandler ~ self
iplayer.dea! = true
iplaye~.crIAnt.noprQmpt = true
Iiplayor.client.putl·Edltor commands: /save to saV'EL Ica,ncel to cancel\l'\

Mar 17, 0323:10

Page 111

class Entity
attr :id
attr :parent, true
attr :nosava. true
de! initializelid)
aid. Ic]
iparent = ""
lIno!;ave = false
onc]

n' )

def looklmobile)

iplayeL". ell ent .put I' J .)
end
def process (mob, text)
case t,l'xt
when "(view"
aplayer.client.put(ibuffer.joln("\r\n·) • "\r\n")
iplayer.client.put(·) .)
when "(save"
seif.comp}p.te(true)
wheh "Icancel'
self.complete(falsol
else
abUffer.push(text.chompl
9player.cl~ent.put(·1

entlty.rb

end

end

'1

end
..oct

def compLetelsave)

"playe~.deaf = false
iplayer.client.noprompL = false
Iiplayer.inputHandler = Commanc1Parser.Jnstance
If (save)
iflnish.cal1 (abuffp.r.joinl"\r\n·) 1
else
itinish.call(nill
end

enc]
end

Sunday May 18. 2003
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environment.rb
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Mar 12, 0319:22

module Environment
at tr :dens i ty, Lrue
attr :video. true
attr :audio, true
attr :distance. true
de! inl tEnvironment (dens,ity, visual. auoio)
idensity R densit~
Qvideo = visual
iaudio = audio
idistance = 0
end
def doMessagelmessagel
'print I . Start ing message: '. {message. audio} " . ~ (message. video) , \n· )
passHessage(message, message.audiolntensity, message.video[ntenslty,
n11)
message.visited.eachJlaLr { lenv, vi,sitl
'alnt, vtnt, sourceEnv ~ intensity
env. etlch_mob ( ImI
if m !- message.source ~~ !m.deaf && m.positioo > Mobile: ,Pos::S
LEEPING
hE v = message.forrnatVideolrn, vIne, soul'ceEnv)
•
rn.textOutlvl
lelsif a ~ message.formatAud.io(m. alnt, source£o:nv)
•
m.textOut(al
'end
If text = message. Eorrnat(m, visit)
m.textOut(text)
end
end
end
• pass visual/audio message
de! passMessage(message, arnt, vInt, source~nv)
'print(·visit: I(self.name}\n")
message.visit(self, aInt, vlnt, sourceEnvl
newAudio ~ degradeAudlolaInt)
neWVideo ~ degradeVideo(vlnt)
if newAu.dio <= 0 && neWVideo <= 0
return
end
eacb_exi t ( I e I
if Imessage.avoid7(e)
'print("Go to, '(e.name)\n·)
if le.hasLOS7(sourceEnv)
~print(·Klll LoS\n")
neWVideo : a
else
newVideo : degradeVideolvlnt)
end
if message.visited?le)
'print("Try to revisit: _(e.name) ... ")
if message.canRevisit7(e, newAudio, newVideo}
.print(·yep\n·}
e.paSsMessage(message, newAudio, neWVideo. self)
else
.print(·denied\n')
enrl
else
e.passMessage(message, newAudio, newVideo, self)
end
end
end

envlronment.rb

def degradeAudio(audlolntensity)
if ~distance <: 1
d : 100
e'lse
d = 100 - idistance • )
end
return audiolntenslty • ~audio • d / 10000
end
def degradeVideo(videolntenslty)
if idistance <: 1
d = 100
else
d : 100 - idlstance
end
return vLdeolntensity • ivideo • d / 10000
end
end

Page 2/2

./base/envlronment.rb
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envmessage.rb

Mar 1'3, 03 22:46
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att,r : tOpAudio
attr :topVideo
attr :cQunt

cnd
module Video
SUBTLE
STANDING

def ini ttal iz.e

WALKl-NG

= nil
GtopVideo = njl
Iicount = a
~topAudio

RUNmi'NG
COMBAT

def vlsit(aInt. vInt. source)
licount
1
i f IItopAudlo
if alnt ~ ~topAudio\O]
'itopAudio =, (aI'nt, vInt. snurcel
end
else
itopAUdlo ~ ~a1nt. vInt, source)
end
if IitopVideo
if vlnt > QtopVideo{ll
IjtopVideo"= [alnt. vint. source)
end
else
IitopVideo ~ lalnt, vlnt, sourcel
end
end

.=

def canRevisit7(alnt, vInt)
if Ijcount < MAXV 1.3 1TS
if QtopAudlo
@topVideo
i ( Q.topAud _0
it alnt > itopAudiolOI
return true
e.nd
en.d
Lf IiltopVideo
if vInt > 'IitopVideo!.l]
return true
.p,nd
end
return f.alse
else
'
return true
end
else
n~turn false
end
end
end
class EnvMessa~e
• sensitivity to pereeive this ..
LOW
0
., 2

• Type ot message
= a

100
125
150

allX'
attr
attr
attr

:vis·1ted
:avoid
:aud10, true
:video, true

~ttr

:audioInt~nsity. true
:videolncensity. true
: level
:o"lgin
,source

attr
at tl;
at.tr
at·tr

def initializ",(leveL Lype, source,
audio]ntensi~y ~

audio" ''', v'ideo
9visJtp.d = Hash.new
9avoid - Array.new
ljdistance ,. a
ljlevel = level
itype = typ"
iorigin = source.node
9source= source

C,
~

videolntenslty
"")

0,

i~udlolntenRity = ~udiolntensity

Ilj

HlGH

SO
75

end

end

=

Page 2/4

'" I aa
COMBAT
a
12S
RUNNING" 125
YELL
= l50
SP.EECH.

class EnvVisit
HAXVISITS= 5

NORMAL, = 1

envmeS8age.1i'b

Mar 13, 03 22:46

ivideofntensity
@audlo = audio
@video = video

~

videolntensity

end
ctef visit(env, alnt, v~nt, sourceEnv!
if !@vislted[env]
Qvisited[env] = Envvisit.ncw
end
ivLsitedlemvl.vis.ilt lallit, vIne, soun:eEnv}
end
det visiled7leov}
@v!slted.member?(env}
end
def canRevisit7(env. alnt, vlntl
i f visited?,(env)
return IIvis.ited[envl .canQevisJ.t7 (aI11lt , vlr'lt)
e.ise
retu.rn true
end
end
def avoid(env)
lja.vo td .,push (env')
end
def avoidr? (anv)
Iilavoid.include?(envi
end

TAL lUNG

MOVEMENT ., 1

ACTION

"2

modul~

Audio
WHISPER", 25
WAL'KI:NG = 75

Sunday May 1e, 2003

der tormatltarget, visit}
sourceEnv " nH
1( v'is it. tOIlVideo
If caoSe", ~ (ltarget.see?(visit.topVideo[l) > 0) &&
l targel . seeSurroundiogs? (Qor igl n. light I
target.seeLight?(Qsource.light) > 0»

.Ibase/envmessage. rt>
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Mar 13, 03 22:46
sourceEnv

=

envmes8soe.rb

Mar 13, 0322:46
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vislt.topvideoI2]

·.(9source.name)

end

.(~videoJ

else

else

"Yo~

conSee

=

(idse
end

end
if visit.topAudlo
if ~anHe~r = (t~rget.hear?(visit.to~AudioIO]) > 0)
If'sourceEnv
sourceEnv
vlsit.topAUdtoI2]
cnd
end
else
canHear '" false
end
}f canSee I I canHear
if Sou,c.eEnv
case sourceEnv.type
when P~ssage: :Type: :DIR
where = "In"
else
where = "Through"
end
case gtype
when 'I"ALKING
it canSee && canHear
" _(where) the _(sou rceEnv . name ( Pas sage: :TARGE'I"') }. _{Iil,s 01,1
rce. name) II (@audio) \ r\n·
elsi f canSee
"lI{where) th~ II (sourceEnv.name(passage: :TARGET) l, _llilsou
rce.name) '5 lips move.\r\n"
else
.
"lI{where) the lI(source~nv.nameIPassage::TARGET)).someon
e III!ilaudlo)\r\n"

e.nd
end
end

K

(md

when MOV,EMENT
if canSee
". {where) the _{sourceEnv. name Ipassage:
rce.name) .llilvideol.\r\n"
else
"_ {where) the _ (sOl,lrceEnv. name (Passage:
ar _llfaudio) .\r\n"
end
wben ACTION
If canSee
"_ (where) the _{sourceEnv. name (P,3ssag'e;
rce.name) ~t9video) .\~\n·
else
"~(whexel the _(sourceEnv.name(Passage:
ar ,(9audio}.\r\n"
end
end
else
case 9type
who;:!n TAL.KING
if canSee && canHear
"'(~sQurG~.name) .(9audio)\r\n"
elslf canSee
"'(~source.name)'s lips move.\r\n"
else
·Someone '(~audio)\r\n"
end
when MOVEM'ENT
'if

:'I"ARGET) ). _(lfsOu
:TARG8T) ), you he

:TARGE::T) ), • {IiBOU
:TARGcET I ), you he

canSe~

"_{9source.name) f{9videol.\r\n"

else

"You hear _[9audiol.\r\n"
end
whe'n ACTTON
1 f ca,fl'See

.JI

end

end

hear f(9audio) .\r\n"

.\r\n"
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Jan 27, 03 21:59
ol~ss InputHan~)er

def lniti.a,lize
(lod

end

def
e.nd

pro~e~5(text)

Inputhandler.rb

Page 1/1

Item.rb

Mar 13, 03 14:19

Pa.Qf! 1/2

require 'entity.rb"
require "~rQperty.[b·
require ·onevent.rb"

class Item < Entity
include Property
tnclude. OnEvent
at t ['. : sele.se, true
:~dese. teue
attr :ldese, true
olttr : keywords, true
att' :l~ght, t~up.
attl: :carry, tl:"ua
attr : zone, true
at~r

det initializelldl
super (id)
in,itProPerrty II
isdesc ;. ••
itdesc = ".
i1desc = ."
ikeywords ~ Array.new
ilight ~ 0
9carry = true
lhone ~, ni 1
linoele = oU
end
dl,f match? (key)

9keywo,ds.includp.?lkeyl
end
def

node~(ol

(,Inode .= 0
end
deC node
if ~~one &~ @node
return $zones[@zonel (@nodel
els8
return n i 1
end
end

def

look(mobi!el
return ildesc • "\r\0"

end
def to_s(eolor ~ false)
If color
str = "ltem (RI{ipat:ent) . I(id)\x (_{self. type» \r\Jlsdesc: (C_(isdesc
) (x\r\nrdesc: (C_ (fjrdese) (x\ r\nldesc: \r\n' (@.1C1ese) \ r \nkeywords: (C_ {likeywords. jo
in(\" \")(x\r\neommands: (C'
else

'str = "[tern H~pa,e!ltl._{i.dl (_(self,typel)\r\nsdese:I,(9sdesc/\r\n_rd
esc:'(irdesej \r\nlclcsc: \r\n_(Qldesc) \r\nkeywords:1 {ikeywords.joi'O(\" \"})\r\ncom
lllands: "

end
meth

~

Array.new

sei f .methods.each ( Imeth_od,1

if method

~-

l~emd~1

meth.pu"h(!J\ethod)

end
)

str « meth. joto (" "I
if color
stx: « "fx·
cnd

Sunday May 1B, 2003
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end
end

str «
str

ttem.rb

Page 2J2

Mar 05.03 16:42

'Iavout.base.rb

"\r\n'(prop_to_slcolor) ,chomp}"
module Layout
class Base
attr :'lid
dof In'tializelzone. nodel
(hid, = 700,0('
itone = $!oneslzonel
inode = S~ones~'lonel Inadel
end
det load

end
end
end

Page 1/1
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layout.item.rb

Page 1/1

require "node. I'D"
require 'item.rb"

layouUoader.rb,

Mar 17, 03 11 :01

Page 1/4

"zone.rb"
(equire "node.rb"

req~lre

req~~re "~Obile.rb"

.module Lay.ou·t
class Item < Base
attr :item, true
ater :max, true

reqUire .' ltem. rb"

module LaYDut
class Loader
IilicurrZone

def initializetzone. nodel
gupe~(zone, nodel
Olitem ., 0
liimax ~ 0
end
def load
if Iizone,itemsUitem!
"node. i n8ert (i = @zone . i.tems [IH tern I . c lone I
i ,~oqe = liinode.id
i.zone = liinoue.parent
1.Qnllioad
end
end

~

nil

def Loader.load(fjlename)
command, .= Arr,ay. ne,w
li@curCZone = nil
r·ile.openlfilename, "(") { IUlel
file:each ( [linel
if line,chomp != "n"
command « 1 lne
else
i t (flicur.rZone
di spatchLoad (commandl
e1sif command.flrst ~, command. first ~- /A zone :/ &&
(1iljcul'rZone ". di sJ;>atchLoad I command 1) ,to_i >= 0
,,1"10

end

L09ge'r. 1og I "Error 1,1'1

end

~

(f i l,enam", l: No zone.",

LOq~e~el, : ERROR)

return
end
command.elear
end
)

end

~LoggeI:.

log ( ". ($zones [@@curr;'Zone)1 1\" 0 \. I . M_S) " 1

def Loader.dispatchLoadlcommand)
ca~e command. first
when / ~ zone;, /
return lQadzonelcommand)
when (Anode,/
return loadNode I command)
when /~passage:/
reburn loadPassagelcommandl
when /Ai t.em: /
return loadTtemlcommand)
when /~mob:/
return loadMob(command)
end
end
def

~oader.getgubCmd(commandl

= Array.new
.print ('''c. f :. (<;:command. first) ")
wllllc command. first && cOll\lTland.fin3t
subcmd « command.slllEt
end
If command. first
o€ mmand. s'hi ft
end
fprint I"!;,:' (sul>cma .. joi,n)·)
return subcmd
~ub~md

!- /"~$I

end
def Loader.loadPropertiestobj, props)
props. each ( I p I
key, val = p.ehomp.split(" ,", 21
obl.setproperty(key, 'va~)
eild

Sunday May 18, 2003
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layout.loader.rb

Mar 17, 0311 :01
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def Loader. loadZone (command)
zone, id, eha, = comrnand.shift.chomp.splitl",", )')
if ld && id.to_i >= 0
NLogger,log("'(ld}.f{id.to_i)")
Szones(idJ = Zone.new(id)
else
r.eturn -1
end
command. shift
$zones [id~ . nail1e
ge tSubCrnd Icommand} . j 0 in. chomp
return id
end

i i i . to

def Loader.loadNbde(command)
node, i.d, das ~ comrnand.shift.Cnomp,split(",", 3)
'Logger.logl"loadNode"{id},'(id.to_i);)
if id && id,to_i >~ 0
if clas && elas.to c
node = clas,to=c.new(id)
else
node = Node.new(id)
end
node. parent ., GCfcurrZeme
$'zones (ilieurr,Zone~ . addNode Inode, ltd 1
else
r.eturn -1
end
command. shift
subcmd = getSubCrndlcommand)
node.name = subcmd.join,ehomp
subcmd = getSubCmdlco~nd)
hode,sdese = subcmd.join.chomp
subcmd = getSubGmdlcemmand)
node. ldesc • sUbcmd.joln.Chomp
subcmd = getSubCmdlcommand)
case subcmd.join.enomp
when 'true'
node.outside ~ true
when 'taJ.se'
node.out~jde = false
end
subcmd = getSubCmd(command)
node.amblent = subemd.join.chomp.to_i
subcmd ~ getSubCmd(comm~nd)
node. aud.'io, node. video = subcmd. j.oin, chomp. sp lit I " , .. , 2) ,collect ( I

la~ou1.loader.rb

Mar 17. 03 11 :01

Page 3/4

det Loader, loadPassage (co1)1l11and')
passage = command.shift.chomp
command. shi f·t
from. to = getSubCmdlcommand) .join,chomp.split(' ,", 2)
subcmd= getSwbC'rnd(command)
key = subcmd,join.chQrnp
subcmd = getSubCrnd (command I
name = subcmd.]oin.chomp
sU.bemd = getSubCrnd (command)
keywo.rds • :lubcmd. join. chornp, sp Ii t I ... " )
subcmd = getSubCmd (command 1
case subcmd. j,e in. ehomp
when 't,rlle'
visible = true
when 'false'
v! sible • false
end'
subcmd = getSubCmd(eommano)
case sllbcmd, joi n.. chomp
when ' t L"Ue'
navigable = true
when 'fal!'le'
navigable = false
end
subcmd = getSubCmd(comrnand)
trans = subcrnd.join.chomp
subomd = getSubCmd(comrnand)
distance. haagle, vangle ~
subcmd. joJm. chomp. spU t ( " , "., 3 ~ . co lleet { Ii I i. to_ i
subcmd = getSubQmd(eommand)
auoio, viaeo'= subcmd.join.chomp.splitl":", 2).co)lect ( Iii
subcrnd ~ getS~bCO\d(command)
if Idoorstr ~ subcmd. Join. chomp) ! =
door = trl,le
doorlQC
'I i.l
passages, sop~n, daudio, dvideo =
pa,ssages.. split(",").each ( Ipl
0

i f p =-

if

!~({O-9].\. (O-9~
('I

=

".

,",

cas~

type

when "load"ltem"
zid, lid = id.splitl".", 2)
if Szooeslzid]
layout = ~ayout: :Item.new(zid, node.id}
layout. item = iid
node. LtemLayout.push(layoutl
end
when ·load ..mob"
dd, mid = id.splitl'.", 2)
if $zones (:ddl
layout = t.ayout, , Mobile. new Iz id, node. ld)
layout.mobile = mid
node.rnobLayout.pushllayout)
end
enc!
I

loadPropertieslnode, getSubCrnd(command))
node.onLoad
e'nd

18,

41

')\.1.')$/

= U t.Ll . pa rse-l D ( , n',
= n.findExit(S2))

Id
door 1oc

doorstr.~Dlit("

$I))

IX&

{d. f i:"om. paren t ) .• (d'. Lro.m. i a)

end'

end
)

~etSubCmd(commahd).each { Ilinel
type, id = line.chomp . .!ll?lit.("~', 2.)
.print ('layout, III (type]) (8 (ld}) \'1")

i.to~l

else
door ~ false
end
if from && to &~ key
'f $zones[li@currZoneJ [from]
pass' :Passage.new($zones [iCfcurrZoneJ I from], to.
key, traAs)
$zones [GClcurrzoneJ ['from] .addExit (pass)
pas~,name = name
pass.keywords = keywords
pass.visible ~ visible
pass.navigabJe ~ navigable
pass.distance = distance
pass.hangle ~ hangle
pass.vangle = vangie
pass·. audio = aud.io
pass,video = video
it door
i f doorloc
pass.door ~ doorloc
else
pass.door = true
if sopen == "true"

.•

(d. key) •

I

'

Sunday May 18. 2003
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else

pass.door.startOpen

Page 4/4

= true

Mar 12.0323:19

'ayout.moblle.rb

Page 1/1

require ·node.rb'
require "mobile.rb'

pass.door.open = false
end
pass.door.daudio = daudio.to_i
paS$,door.dvioeo = ovioeo.to_i
C

end

cend

end

end
loaoProperti es Ipae;s. getSubCmd (command) )
pass.onLoad

module Layout
class Mobile < Base
attr ,mobile, true
attr ; max, true
deC iniLlalize(zone, nodel
super(zone, node)
Iimobl.le '" 0
Iimax = 0
end

end
def Loader.loadltem(command)
item, 10, clas = command.shift.chomp.split(':", 3>
if io && id.to_i >= 0
if clas && clas.to_c
item = clas.Lo_c.new{id)
else
item = ::Item.new{id)
end
item. parent = iicurrZone
$zones!iGcurrZone) .add!tem(itcm, 10)
else
returrt -1
end
command. shift
subcmd = getSubCmdlcommand)
item.sdesc = subcrnd.jo!n.chomp
subcmd = getSubCmd(command)
item,~desc = 5ubcmd.join.chomp
5ubcmd = geteSubCmd Ccommand)
item.rde~c = subcmd.join.chomp
subcmd = getSubCmd(command)
item,keywords = subcmd.join.ehomp.split(",')
loadPropert i es (item, getSubCmd' I command) I
end
def Loader.loadMob(commandl
mob. id, elas = command.shift.chomp.splitC":",
if id && id.to_i >= 0
mob = : :Mobile.new(idl
mob.parent = i@eurrZone
$zonesliicurrZone) . addHob {mob, ict)
else
return -1
end
command. shift
subcmd = getSubCmdlcommandl
mob.name = sUbcmd.join.chomp
subcmd ~ gctSubCmdlcommandl
mOb.rdcse = subcmd.join.chomp
subcmd = getSubCmd(command)
mob.ldesc = subcmd.join.chomp
subcmd = getSubCmdlcommandl
mob.keywords r subemd.join.chomp.split(","1
loadProperties(mob, getSubCmd(commandl I
end

deC load
if izone,mobs(imobilel
inode.enterlm = izone.mobs{limobile) .clone)
m.onL.oad
end
end
end

end

J)

end
I' end
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)

"require
,I r'equi re
requlre
[Irequire
II require

'zone. rb"
'node. rb'
"mobile.rb"
"i,tem.'rb'
'passage. rb"

saveSubCmd( f 11 e, layout)
saveprops(file, node)
saveDe~imlter(file)

node.each_cxlt ( Ipassagel
i.f !passage.nosave
savePassage(file. passage)
end

modu 1 e 'Laynut
class Writer
de! Writer.save(filename, zone)
FUe.open(filename. 'w") (Ifilel
saveZooe(file, zone)
zone.nodes.each_value ( Inodcl
i f I node. nosave,
saveNode(flle, node)
end

end
de!

saveSubCmd(tlle,
saveSubCmd (f i Ie,
saveSubCmd(file.
saveSubCmd (f lle,
saveSubCmd(flle,
saveSubCmd ( til e,
saveSubCmd (t De,
saveSubCmd(file,
saveSubCmd ( f He,

)

zono. mobs. eaeh_ va 1. ue l I mob I
,i f ! mob. nosave
saveMoblLile, mob)
end
ngle)' )

)

zone.items.each~value

Wl'iter.saveP~ssage(flJe, passage)

( liteml

'p~ssage:")

". (pa$sage. from. id) : • (passage. to)" )
passage.keYI
passage. name (Passage: : REAL) I
passage.keywords.join(",·)}
"•.( passage. vii; i. bIe) , )
". (passage. navigable) ")
passage. transition)
" • (passage. dis tance) : • {passage. hang 1e) : H(passage. va

saveSubCmd (f Ue, ". (passage. aud,io) :. {pass3!'je. video) ')
saveDoorlfile, passage)
saveProps(file, passage)
saveDelimiter(file)

i f i item. nosave

saveltem(file, item)
end
cnd
end

def Writer.saveDool'(Elle. passage)
if passage.door

pet Writer.saveSubCmd(flle, Bubcmd)

:!It!!"

it s\.lbcmd

f I Ie. put's I '~")
end

)

eod

def Writer.saveOellmiter(file)
O,le.puts ( " n ' )
end.
def wri'ter.saveProps(file. Objl
text = ""
obj .each-Pl'operty ( Ikey, vall
text « 'f (key), Hobj .getPl'ope,rtyStl' (·k.eyl)

else

(JeE

"aVeSubCllId (file, "")
end

\Jl'

tex~)

tel' .,sa'vezone (flIe, zon'e)
saveSubCmd( fi le, "ZOo,,: H (zone. id~")
saveSubCmd(file, 7.one.name)

I'll' I

saveDelimlt~r(file)

end.
deE Writer.saveNode(file, node)
saveSu'bCmd (fi Ie, 'node:' (,node. idl : H(node. type) ')
saveSubCme(Elle, node.name)
saveSubCmd(file, node.$descl
s~veSubCrod(file, node.ldese)
saveSubCmd(file, ·'(node.outside)")
saveSubCmd(file, nod~.ambLent)
saveSubCmd( f iI·e, • '(node. audio) :. (node. video)')
layout = ..
node.moh~ayout.each ( III
layout « .. load.mob:'( l.zid) .'(l.mobile) \n'
)

node. i temLayout . each ( 1,1 J
layout « ·load.item:.(l,zid) .• (l.ltem)\n"

str « ":'(passag~.door.startOpen}"
str« ":'(passage.d.oor.daudio)"
str « ":'{passage.door.dvideo)"
saveSubCmd(file, str)

end

)

saveSUQCmdlflle,
end

=, ""

passage.door.passages.eaeh ( Ipl
stl'« "'(p.from.parent).'(p.from . .ld).'(rp.key)."

~ile.puts(subemdl

def wrlter.saveltem(file, item)
i E item. type != Item
sayeSubCmd(file, 'ite,m:' (item. id): '{item. type)")
else
,
saveSubCmd(file,' ttem,_ (item. id}')
end
saveSubCmd(file, item.sde~c)
s8veSubCmd (f1 le. item·. Idesc)
saveSubCmd (f i le, item. rdese)
s8veSubCmd (n Ie, item.'keY"/ords. joi.n ( •.• ))
saveFrops(file, ~teml
saveOelimiter(file)
cnd
deE wrlter.saveMOb(file, mob)
if mob. type 1= ~obile
saveSubCmd(file, 'mob:.(mob,id) :'(mob.type)")
else
saveSubCmd (file, 'mob:' (mob. id)")
end
saveSUbQmd(file, mob. name)
saveSubCmd(Eile, mob.reesel
saveSubCmd(file, mob.ldese)
~aveSubCmd(file, mob.keY"/ords.join(", .)
saveProps (f lle, mob)
saveoeUml te.r ([tie)

~unaay

May 1 ts,
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require "inpuehandler.rb"
cta.Bs LineEdi tor " TnputHandler
clef in i t ia 1 i ze (player, mes sage, 8,cceptNu 11
litext ':. ",.
lipl.a,ye;; =, player
limessage = message
(lacceptNull = acceptNull
ifLnisb ~ finish
~player.inpu~Handler = self
(lplayer.deaf = true
lipl a,yer. eli "nt .. noProlllpt. = true
lipl a,yer. cl i ent . pu,t I "N, <Iime8sage) ")

true, r.nnishl

end
clef process (mob, textl
if text == ""
if @acco;<ptNull
litext ~< tex
Bel( . c.omplet.e
else
lip Layer . eli ent ,put ( "N (-{j.messa,ge) .)
end
<else
@tcxt « text
self.complete
end

end
def complete
liplayer.deaf

= talsp
Giplayer.client,rjOPrQmp~ = false
(lplayer.~nputHand10r = CommandParser,IQsta~ce

Ii fin Lsh . ca 11 I a'text)

end
end
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moblle.rb

Mar 18, 0320:21
require
require
require
'I requi re
I require
.1

module Pos
DEAD

=

)

iilactlve ~ true
iildeat = false
lilbusy = false
ibusyCount = 0
iii inputHandler z' ComrnandParser, Instance
end
det rdese

text =
it irdescl~positionl == nil II Iirdcsc(ipositionj == ."
ca.se iposition
when POS: ,SLEEPING then text = ".(iname} Is sleeping here,"
when Pos:: LAVING
then text = "_ (iname) is laying down here,'
wben Pos,:RESTING then text = ".{iname} Is resting here."
when Pos: : SITTING then text ~ ".(lilname} is Sitting here."
whon pos:: STANDING then text z "_ (linllme) stands herp.."
end
else
text = Iirdesc(lilpositionl
end
text

SLEEPING = 1
LAVING
=2
RESTING = 3
SITTING = 4
STANDING " 5

def inltiallzelldl
super(id)
initPeriodie()
lnltcontainer(("in'I, 1000)
initProperty( )
~name = "(nll)"
Qrdesc = Array,new
1iI1desc z . "
liIkeywords = II
lilzl;me = 'a"
liInode = 'a'
Uevel= a
alight = a
9lightSight = 25
Ilhearing z 25
lil!light
= SO
IlDosition z Pos: : STANDING
iilalias = ( 'e' => "go east',
·ea~t· => -go ~ast"t
"w' => "go west",
'west" => "go west",
-n- e> -go north·,
"north' => 'go north',
's" z> "go south",
"south' => 'go south",
_> "go up·,
"UP' .. > 'go up',
AU·

Page 2/4

'd" => 'go down",
'down' => "go down',
"moo" => 'go \"

a

attr ozone, true
_attr :node, true
attr ~name. true
_attr :rdese
attr : keywords, true
attr : Idesc, true
attr :race, true
attr :level, true
attr :llght, true
attr :hearing, tfue
attr :sight, true
attr :lightSight, true
attr :position, true
attf :alias
attr. :active
attr :deaf, true
_attr : busy
_attr :busyCount
attr :inputHandler, true

moblle"rb

Mar 18, 03 20:21

"entity.rb·
·periodic.rb·
·container.rb·
'property. rb'
·onevent.rb'

class Mobile < Entity
include Periodic
include Container
include OnEvent
include Property

end

Page 1/4

end
det

rde8c~(rdescl

!irdc.se [liposl t ion I

rdese

end
det match?(name)
!ikeywords.include?(namcl
end
det procesB(text)
Ii inputHandler, process (sel f,

text.)

e.nd
de f busy?
return Iibusy
end
det busyCperlod)
ibusy = tru.e
~blisYCount +=

1

$eg.queue(period)
self. tree
end
det ·free
ibusyCount -: 1
if ibusyCount < 1
lilbusy = false
end
end
det activate
$active = true
se i f , hea rtbea t
end
det deactivate
iilactive = false
end
det heart-beat
end
def textOut(text)
end

nil

D ..:_.-................1/.-.. ..:_

~_

.... I_II

,
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def noder-ln)
inode = n
end
deJ n,ode
return $zon~~lizQneJ'inodeJ
end

1. zon'e
}

also
I ( targel:- .. carry

-1

end
1

end

else

end
def seeLight?(intensity)

noae.liQht / 4 I I inteusity > node.light
@ligDtSight

~

500

source. remove (target , lac)
self.insert(target)
target.~one = target.node = n~l
str « 'You get '(target.5desc) from '(sourGe.sdesc)\r\o.'

eod
if target.is_a?(Arrayl
target. each ( Ii I
If i.carry
node. remove ( i I
sel f. insen (i)
i .zone = i.node = nil
str c< "You get 'Ii.sdescl.\r\n"
enc]

iI

-1
e~e

1

end

)

end

else
i f target. carry

def seeSurroundi ngs? (intens! ty)
if seeLight?(intens'i'ty) &" intensity> IHightSight ~ 100
true
else
false
end
end

node. remove (tar:getl
5elf.~nSert~targetl

end
end
textOut(str)
end
def

~

else
end

target.zone = targer.node ~ nil
Bt I'" « 'You get • I target. soesc) . \ nn"

end

def hear?(incensitYI
if intensity < ihearing

encl'

Page 4/4

str <c 'You get .(i.sdesc) from _(source.sdesc) .\r\n"

else

<
<

mobile.rb
= nil

1. node

end

def see7(incensityl
it intensity < isight

if intensity
intensity

.=

put(t~rgp.t,

source

oi I, loc

.tin"l

nil
1

end
d~f

i[ targel.i&_a?lArrayl
str ., .. ,
target.each ( Iii
geIE.remove(i)
node. insert (i I
i.zone & nodb.parent
i . node = @oode
str « 'You drop '0 .sdesCI. \r\n"

• Tn!.s is f'or what you see it you look. 'at:' this mobile
def look(mob)
text ; "{~namel\r\n'(~ldesel\r\n"
text
end

def Co_s(color ~ falsel
ce~t ':: "Ill
if color
text ~ 'Mobile" (R.(Ciparent) .'(iicl}(x ('{seU.type)l\r\nName: {B"{lin
allle} (x Race: (B' {liraee l (x Level, (R. (@levell (x\r\npoSi t i on: {R' {@positionl (l( rde
se: (B. (9rdesc! Ijpos~tionJ ) (x \ nnKeywords: (S. (9k.eywords .]oin (. .)} {x\ nn ldesc: \r
\n' (IHdesc)"
else
text = 'M,obile: .(ipat;ent}._/lHdl {_(s,elf.typeJI\r\nName: • (9name) R
ace: • (Illruce} Level: ,(ilevel)\c\oPosition: '(@pos1tionl 'rdesc: '(~rdesc[~posjtiI
on.)' 1\ r\nK,eywords: • (~keywotds. join (' '») \ r\nldesc: \ r\n' (lildesc) ,
end
text
..,nd

~rop(targetl

l

textOutlslrl
eise
self. remove (targetl
node.insert:ltarget:1
tal:'get.. zone = node. parent
target.oode ~ inode
textOutl'You drop _(larget.sdesc)
end
end

.\I:\n")

end

def ge·t (target:. source
ni 1. loc = • in" I
stt= It;'
if source
if target. is_a? (Array)
target. each f I i I
if i.c,ury
source. remove (i, ~oc)'
self .1nse,li't (1)
.0
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nod•. rb

Mar 18, 03 0:09
require ·entity.~b·
require ·container.rb'
require ·environment.rb·
require ·property.rb"

end
de! each exit
liexlts.each value ( lei
yield e
end

= .,

-li!ldesc =
lildesc = ••
Iloutside = true
Ilarnbient = 0
GmobLayout = Array.new
IiltemLayout = Array.new
liexits = Hash.new
~mobs = Array.new

de! addExit(passage)
riexltslpal:lsage.key)
end
def removeExit (key)
Gexitslkeyl.onRemove
liexlts.delete(key)
end

III

)

1te'mLayout. each (
l.load

III

end
u

IHd

= riparent

~mobs.unshift(mob)

end
def leave(mob)
mob. node = '0'
mob.zone = '0"
Ilmobs.delete(mob)
end
def hasLOS7(enV)
true
end

paasage

de! each_mob
Ilmobs.each { ImJ
yield m
end
def tlndExlt4key)
[,f Qexits l k_ey J
f Check that it's visible or something?
return iexits[keyJ
end
nil
end
det flndHob{spec, mob = nil)
if spec.all II spec.count > 0
return nll
end
each_mob ( 111\1
If m.match7!spec.name)
if !mob I I rnob.secLlght?(m. light) > a
it spec.offset > 1
spec.offset = spec.offset - 1
else
return m
enc;l
end
end
)

return

de! enter (mob)

mob. node
mob. zone

( Iml 1+= m.llght )

I

det initializefid)
super lid)
i oi teon tai ner ( )
initEnvironment<O, 100, lOOI
initProperty()

def re.set
mobLayout. each (
I. load

Page 213

)

each_mob

attr :nama. true
attr :sdasc. true
attr :ldesc. true
attr :outslde, true
attr :ambient. true
attr :mobLayout
attr :itemLayout
fattr :exits
attr :mobs

end

node.rb

Mar 18. 03 0:09

de! light
I = Ilambient
if lioutsHle .... worldTime.now.lsDay7
1.= Weather::l,ight::SUN
end
each_ item ( I i I
I += i.llght

class Node < entity
include Container
include Environment
include Property
include OnEvent

~name

Page 1/3

end

nl~

de! look (mob)
text ~ String.new(Qname)
if mob. level >= ~oo &, mob.is_S7(Player)
text « • rf,lipa,rent).f{liid)],
end
if rnob.seeLLght?(self.light) > 0 &.. rnob.seeSurrounding~?(self.lLghtl
text « '\r\n\r\nf(ldesc}\r\n\r\n'
dark = false
else
text « "\r\n\r\nIt's too dark to make out anything ... \r\n\r\n'
dark =, true
end
exits ~ '(c({x •
liexlts.keys.8ort.each ( Ikeyl
i f (,lex'lts{keyj .door && l (,lexits (key! .door.open
name ~ • (f(key»)"
else
name = "t(key)"

./base/r'lOde. rb
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node.rb
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end
if i~xltslkeYI.vi.sible
exits « "'(name) "
elslf m~b.level >= 100
exits « ·(D.(key)(x
end

Mar 12, 03 23:14

onevent.rb

••

Page 1/1

module OnEvcnt
def onLoau
end
def onRemove
end

)

if exits == "(el(x "
exits· « "none"
end
text « exits. "Ie) (x\r\n"
each~l te.m ( I i II
if !dark I' mob.seeLight?ll.light)
it i.light > 0
text « "(YIGlowlngl(x •
end
text « "IC.ll.rdesc)(x\r\n"
end

"

de! onPlekup
end
>

def onDr'DD
enu

0

end

)

each_mob ( Ix I
It x 1= m~b
i f !dark II mob.seeLight?(x.ll-ghtl > 0
if mob. deaf
text « • [DEAP] •
end
if x. light > 0
text « "(Y (Glowlngl (x
end
text « "(B'{x.rdese)(x\r\n"
end
end

1
lext
end
def tQ_6Ieolo( = false)
text = ."
I! eolol"
text = "id: (R.(ipa,rent) .'(lild)(x Name: .{linamel\r\nsdesc: • (lisde,;c)
\'r\n Idese: \r\n' (lildesc) \r\nEx I ts; {e. (lip-xi tA. k",y.~. join I' 'I J {x \ l"\nOuts I <1",: (R. (Ii
outs1dc)(x\r\nEnvironment:\r\nambrent light: (R'(liambientl(x\~\nvideo: (R'(ivide
oHx audio: ('R'(\Jaudio){x'
else
text,. "ld: Hiparent} .• (liidl Name: I(Iir'laJlle.),\r\n-S'deso: ~(Iilsdesel\r\n
I desc: \r\n' (II ldesc) \ r\nEx i ts: • {lieki ts, keys. joLn (' 'II \r \nOuts'ide: • (lioutside) \r
\nE~vironment:\r\namblent light: .{liambient)\r\nvideu: ~(@video) audio: '(iaudio

I"
end
text «
text

"\r\n'lprop_to_slcolot) .c,homp)"

end
end
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Mar 23, 03 19:54
(Hype

require "enti~y.rb"
require "enVironm~nt.rb"
require "transport.rh"
require "property.rb·

e.nd
Ilparent = fram.ld
IH:ey = key
9name = ."
@vis'ible = true
9n~v}gab]e = true
9keywords = Ik~yJ
Iltransition ~ transition
9hanglc " 0
ivangte = 0
"door = nil

class Passage < Entity
incl~de Environment
include Tr~nsport
1 ne I ude P,rop" rty
include OnEvent
module

Type
KE'i' '" 0
DJIl = 1

STR

["KEY·,

=

end
def onRemove
if @ctoor

"DIR"]

\ldoor.passages.dele~e(~e~E)

end
Opposite = { 'east' => 'we$t',
'wes~' => 'cast',
'nor~h' ~> 'south',
'south' => 'north',
'up' => 'down',
, down' => • up'
SOURCE
TAHOET
'REAL
attr
attr
attr
attl'
attr
attr
attr
attr
attr
attr
att'r

=
=
=

Page 214
Type:: KEY

e.nd
B.nd
def name(sid", = S~URCEI
case side
when R_EAL
return OIname
w.hen SOURCE
if' /iname - ~ ".
ret~)rn @key
else
return "nam",
end
when TARGET
if "type ~= 'Type: :DrR
return Opposite(Gkey]
else
if "name == ".
retu,rn Iikey
else
return "name
end
end
else
return nil
end
end
d(jf nome= (textl
~i text
9name = text
end
end

0
1
2

:from
:to
:key
,type
:visible, true
:navigable, true
: keywords, true
:transition, true
:hangle, true
:vangIe, true
:door

class Poor
Nattr :n~me. true
attr :paSsages
a~tr :startOpcn,
true
a't tr :open, true
attr :daudio, true
attr :dvld~9, true
def in.iUo-lize (pi
N\lname = "door"
apassages = Arra.y. new
\lpassages.pusn(p1
\lstartOpen = false
\lopen = true
adaud_io = 0
\ldvideo = 0
end
end

def lnitialize(from. to. key, transition
supe\" ( 'Il fwm. id) .• (key)")
lnitEnvironmenU9. 0, 0-)
tnitTransport(from, to)
ini tProp",rty ()
if OIlPositelkey]
Qtype = Type::DIR
else

''')

def door= (va 1 I
.L,t val == true
9door = Door.oew(selfl
true
elsif val == false
if lidQor
@goor.passages.d"Jete(self)
end
IidQor = nil
erlle
elgH val =- rIIO-91~\.IO-·9]'I\.(.·.I$1
i f (n = Util.p<lrse]'D('n', $11) && Ip ~ n.Eindf:xlt($~.downc3sel)
i f p.door
if idoor
Qdoor,passages,delete(self)
end
idoor ,~ p. dnor
iaoor.passages.push(selfj
tt\ue

4l)fo3

Jbase/passage Jb
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end
end
end
end

def

ha~LOS?(envl

if !onv then ~~tu~n t~U~ end
thresh = 10
hdiff ~ vtll .getHeadingOir[lenv.hangle. ihanglel
veller ~ ~til.getHeadingDi[f(env.vangle.ivanglel
return hdiff <= thresh && vdlff <= chresh
end

def to_s(eolor = false)
if color
t~xt = "From: (R.(~r["Qm.pareht).'(if~om.id) (x To: (R.(itol (x\r\nKey:
(C. (ikey) (x 'Fype: (CI (Type: : S'!'R [llitype] ) (x\ r\nName: (Cf(@name) (x Keywords; (CI (II
keywords.j'oin""» (x\r\nVisible: (R~!ivisible)(x i'lavigable: (R'l@navigableP{x\r
\nTrans! t i on: • (9tnmsir.t ion) \r\nDis,tanee: I «(jell,stance) hang le: • «(I-hangle) vangIe
• (livangle) \r\nEnv i roMent: \r\nvl de<:>: (R' (9vi.deol (x audio: (RI' ((jaudio) ! x·
if idoor
text « ' \ r\nDoor; (C"
lidoor. passages. each ( Ip I
text « "'(p.foom.parent) .I(p,from.id}
}

clef each_exit
if target = Util.parselOI 'n'.
yield target
end
end

~to)

text « "lx\r\nstatt open: (R.(lidoor.startOpcn){x open. (R'(ildoo
r, open)
(x\r\nelampen audio: (I" (Qdoor. daudi 0) (x dampen v ieleo: (R' (~d.oor. clvideo) (x
.

.

end
else

def each_mob

text = "From: '(if'{rom."arent}.l(ifrom,id) To: .((,ltol\r\mKey: i(likey)

ni~

'(Typ~::STR(litypel}\r\nName: I (liname) Keywords, I(@'keywords.join(' '))\[\
nVistble: '(livisi'ble) NilVl.gabl,e: ~(@navi,gabre)\r\nTraosition: _(@transitionl\r\n

Type:

end
de.f enter (mob)
i t !linavigilble
return LaJse
end
if ! Ito = Uti l.parselD( 'u',

lito) I

return
end
i.e litransition f<f< r,t.ransition !=
vecb = @transitlon.ctone
elsi[ @type == Type,; :OIR
v'erb = ·walks·
qlse
v~rh

~

I·enterg

It

Distilnce: I{idistancel hangl!!: H@h,mgle) vangle: _r<Jvang,le)\r\nEnviroriment:\r\n
video: _ (livi dec I audio: ~ (&audi 0) "
if !idoor
text « • \ r\niJoo~: "
@doo,.passages.eaeh ( Ipl
text « 'l(p,from.parentJ .'(p,(rom,id)
J
text « "\r\nstart open: • (idoor.startOpenl op.en: '(idoo.c.openl\
nndampen audio: '(@dooI[.daudio) dampcm, vi.deo •• (@eloor.dvideo)"
end

end
t:.eltt «
text

"\r\ll_'(prop_to_slc:o!orl . chomp) "

end
cnd

end
if (jtype != Typc::DIR
verb « .. afl'
end
em = ~:nvMessage. new (E.n,vMessage: NORKAL. &nvMessage:: !'IOVF.Mr:N'f. mobl
em,audiolntensity ~ EnVMeBsaye: Audio: :WALKING
em.videointensity = F.nvMessage: Video: :WALKING
em. audio = "footsteps"
em. video " "'{",erb) 1{9key)"
e.m.avoid(to)
@from.doMessage(em)
move (mobl
i [

~.type

=~

verb «

TypE>::

DIH

" 1n from the'

el_se
VP.cr:b.5Ub! 1/ a$/. " thlrOugh a")
end
em ,~ h:nV1'Icssage, oew (EnvMessage : NORMAL. EnVME>ssagt>:: MOV~~M~:NT, mobl
e!ll.aud~Ol.ntensity " EnvMe!Ssilge :Audio: ,WALKING
em.videolntp.n~ity = F.nvMessage :Video: ;WALKlNG
em. audio = 'footsteps"
em.video. "(verb) '(self,name(TARGET!I"
em.avoiCi «(If-rom)
to.doMes.sage(em)
true
end
• throw an object through?
der throw(object. tarqet)
end
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Nov 15, 021:05
modliJe P~riodic
def iniLPeriodic
end
dBf scheduleltime. method)
ced
end

perlodlc.rb

Page 1/1

laver.rb

Mar 07,0311 :45

Page 1/3

require ·mobile.rb'
class Player < MobiJe
attr :client. ~rue
attr :prompt. true
_at'tc ,took.ies
def initialize(name)
super(name.hash)
self.name = name
self.ldesc = "
ikcYwords = [name.downcasel
@cookies ~ Hash.new
ic lieet = ni I
~level

=

1

@pcompt = '> "
9zone'" "1"
@node = '0"
$zones ("1"1 [" 0"1 .ente,c (llel f I
$eq.qt)i!uc(50) ( self.heartbeat
end
clef Player. check (name)
i f name == nil III name
return false
end
begin
Fi Ie. stat ( .• ($conUg ["pEi les' II I' (name .downcase)') . t'ilc?
rescue SystemCallError
retu.TO false
else
return true
end
end
• password check. true on success. false on failure
def Player.passwdlname. pass1
File.open("'{$<;;onflg["data"1 j/pasl:twd". "CO) { I filel
file. each ( Ilinel
n. p = line.chomp.spllt(":'1
i f n== name
if p =~ pass
return true
end
ceturn false
end
)

false
end
def Player.updatePasswd(player. pass)

pas5wds = Hash.new
File.open("'(Sconfigl"data") j/passwd" ,
file. each ( llinel
n, p = line.chomp.splLt{' ,")
passwds (n 1 ~ p

"c")

{

Ifllel

'W O

{

IfUel

)

File.opcn("(Sconfig['data'j )/passwd',
passwds.eac~air ( In, pi
file.puts ~'ten):' (p) 0)
)

flle.puts("(playec.name):'(passl·)
end
def Player.load(name)

)

.tbase/periodlc.rb, ./base/player. rb
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Prtnted by Kevtn A

Mar 07,0311:45

play.r.rb

Page 2/3

pl,wer : nil
I"il~. crP!!(1 ( ... {Sconfig ['pUles'l }II (name .downcase)·, • r') { I file I
player = Player.newln~mel
file.each ( Ilinel
line.chomp!
case 1 ine
....hen I~level: ( .• ) I
player. level ~ $l.to_i
when I~ldp.sc: ( .• ) I
player .Ide.sc ~ $1 .gsubl 1\ \ \ \1 . • \r\n")
end

Mar 07, 03 11 :45
end

play.r.rb

Page 3/3

private :expireData

class PlayerCookie
attr :value
attr : timeout
• timeout is an oUset in seconds
clef initJali7:e(val,ue·, ttmeout)
IJvalue = value
i~imeout = Time.ne..... timeout
end

)

return player

end

end
def Player .....ritclplayerl
f"i 1e. open (. I (Sconf I.g I • pf Ues'1 ) II (player. name. down<;C1se) ". 'w"1
If i I e I
file.putsl"level:l(player.level}·)
tile.puts I "ldesc: I(player.ldesc.gl>ub(l\r\n/. '\\\ \'» ' j
cnd
def heartbeat
If actiVe
if ~posltion == Mobiae; :Pos: ;SLEEPING
case rand I)
when 0
em = EnvMess~ge.newIEnvMessage: :NORMAL. EnvMessage: : ACTION,
self I
em.audiOlntensity ~ EnvMessage: :Audio: :YF.LI,
em.videolntensity = ~nvMessage::Video:;STANDING
em.vldeo = "turns over and snores'
em.audio = 'snoring"
selC. node.doMessage (eml
end
eDd
$eq.queueISO) (
self.heartbeat
end
end
def te.xtOut (text)
if Hjdea f
~client.puL(textl

end
end
• store a cookie
de! storeData(oid, variable, value, timeout)
licookieslol.d.to_s • varlable.to_sJ = PlayerCookie.new{value.
eod

~imeoutl

• retrieve a cookie
def retrieveData(old, variable)
It icookles.has_kcY?loid • variable)
return icookies[oid • variablel.value
end
nil
end
• expire coo~ies
def expireData
icookies.detete_if ( Ikey, cookiel
cookie. timeout < Time.now
end
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pro

Mar 16, 0316:16

.rb

Page 1/1

module Property
attr : props
attr :set.tlngs

require

lnltProperty
Qprops = Hash.new
Qsettings = Hash.new

end

det addProperty(prop, emds)
9props(prop) = cmds
end
def

editProp~rtylprop, mobi:e.
if emds ~ 9props[prop}

else

deC

J)
iwritten

deE onLoad
Qwritten

deE lOQk(mobile)
it iwrltten.empty7
"Nothing is written on it.\r\n"
else
text = 'On _(selt.soese) is written:\r\n"
(0 .•. tiwz:inen.sizCl) .eaeh ( J II
text « "jill.])> '("wrlttenlij.wrap(76)l\r\n"

val)
if emds = 9propa(prop]
9settings(prop) ~ emdslSETJ .call Ival)
true
p.lse
nil
end
s~Li'roperty(prop.

)

text
end
end

end

ejse

(emds

deE write_on (mob. text)
Qwritten « text
mob.textOut("fhe chalk squeaks as you scribble ·.(text)· ,\r\n' .wrap)
em = ~nvMessage.newIEnvMessage: : NORMAL, EnvMessage: :ACTION. mob)
cm.audiQlntenslty = EnvMessage::Audio: ,SPEECH
em.videoIntensity = EnvMessage::Video: ,WALKING
em.audio = "the scratching of Chalk"
em.video = "writes on '(self.adese)'
mob.node.dQMessage(eml
end

= Qprops(prop] I

emdsISTR1.eall(~settingslprop])

end
end
de! each-property
iprops.each_key I Ikeyl
yield key, isettings[key)
end
de! prop_to_sleolor = false)
text. "properties:\r\n"
if color
9props.eaeh_key ( Ikeyl
cmds = 9props[key]
text« "Hkeyl: lC.(emdll(STR').ca]l(9settings[key!)){xW\n'
)
else
Qpcops.eaeh_key I Ikeyl
emds = 9props(key)
text « ".(key): • (cmds (STR] .eall(9setting~lkeyj))\r\n"
end
text
end

ond

= Qw~itten.dtlp

elld

end

,&

I "maxeha~s"] = 250
= Ar~ay.new

end

arga)

emds[OLC) .eall(mobile, args)
true

de! getPropertyStrlprup)
if 9settings[prop]

'item,~b'

~settlngs

nil
end

Page 1/_1_

class Blackboard < Item
def initlalize(id)
super lid)
Qearry = false
addProperty I "maxehars" , (
Proe.new ( Ivall val.to i ).
Proc.new ( val val. to_s ).
Proe.new ( mob, a~gsl
isettlngsl"maxchars"j = args.to.. i
mob.textOut('Set maximum characters to (R'(args.to_i)(x.\r\n")

S'l!T = 0
STR = !
OLC = 2
de!

blackboard.rb

May 17, 03 13:14

end

de! erase_otf(mob. text)
num = text.to_i - 1
if iwrittenrnuml
mob.textOut(·you wipe out "(iwrittenlnum])' .\r\n".wrap)
em = EnvMessage. nellIl BnvMessage: : NORMAL, EnvMcsllag.:l:, ACTION. mob)
em. audloIntens I ty = EnvMessage:: Audio: :·....HISPER
em.videOIntensity = EnvMessage::Video::WALKING
em.audio ~ 'the swishing of an eraser"
em.video = "erases something off of '(self.adesel"
mob. node. dOMessage (em)
Qwrltten.delete_at(num)
else
mob. textOut ('What are you trying to eraae7\r\n")
end
end

.roase/property .ro, .lDasefspeclavDlacKDoaro,ro
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Prtnted by Kevtn
Feb 20, 03 23:43

bottle.rb

Page 1/1

May 16, 03 23:48

require ·item.rb·

require "item,rb"

class Bottle < Item
def initielizeli6)
super (id)
isdesc = "a bottle"
ildesc = "A rath~r plain-looking ~lass soda bottle."
irdesc = .~ glass soda bottle lies heIe,'
ikeywords = (·bottle'. 'soda")
end

class Chalk < Item
def initiellze(id)
super (id)
end

chalk.rb

Page 1/1

de! cmd_write(mob. args)
end
end

def cmd_twi st (mob. arg)
if arg
arg,downcase!
if arg == "on"
mob, tcxtOut I 'YoU twist the cap back on. Awww. \nn" I
elsif arg := 'off"
mob.textOut("You twist the cap off. Mmmm.\r\n"l
else
mob. textOut ("Do what now?\r\n")
end
else
mob. texWut ( '''1'''i st it wt'li ch way? \r\n" )
end
cnd
end

Sunday May 16, 2003
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Page 1/5

end
Qsettings("el~vnamp.·1

.)

))

dis~ance

S1'OPDJST
atte
atte
at til·
a ttr
atll'
i1ttr
at tr

~

addProperty("{100rs",
Proc. new ( ~vall
ret;; = Hash.new
l1al.splitl",") . each ( If!
flool:, pass, dist = f.spllt(":". 3)
retlfloor.to_il ~ (pass, dist.to_il

it takas us to stop
~

,lIir
: luc
: dest
'desc'J.oc
:(loor
,ql,leue
:wai ting

)

ret
I,

Proc. new l I va 1 I
if val
val. keys. coUect II f
and

class ElevatorCall
inClude Comparable
OUTSIDE
INSIDE
at tr
attt·
attr
attr

},

proc. new (

=0
~

)

)

I)

9door = Elevatorrroor.new(sclf,
Qdoor.door = true
Qdoor.door.open ~ false
idoor,door.daudi~

other. floor

l

o

end
def

(other)
if ifloor == other. floor &&
lidir == other.dir II Ilidlr II !other.d'ir))
tl'ue
else
('alae
end
.~~~

end
end
def !nltialize(ld)
super(1d)
addProperty("elevname", I
Proc.new ( Ivall val ).
Peoe.new ( val val).
Proe.new ( mob. arQsl
if name = isettings["elevname"j

= 100

8dir = NONE
GinWai t = fa.lse
Qf.loor = 0
liloe = 0
ladest = nil
Qdest loc = 0
8queuc = Array.new
iwaiting = Array.new

-1
>

"door" }

idoor.door.dvideo w 100
lidoor.nosave = true
addExltlideor)

(other)
it ifloor < other. floor

else

I

mob.textOUt("Elevator lR~(Gparent) .~{iid){x servicing floors (R*
lQsettLngs(' floors') .sort.Join(' . I I (x. \r\n")

< ~>

end

args

*{va II fl. joi n ( , : . ) ) • I . jo I n I .. ' )

~ Hash,pew
args.splitl".").each ( If I
flOOr, pass, dist = f.spllt(":", ])
Qsett.ings("tloors"] (floor.to_il ~ (pass, dist-to_.il

flooe
d,ir
button
location

elsif ifloor

Imob.

I ". (f) :

9~etting51"floors·l

1

det illitl'al ize(floor, d.ir. button)
if loor = floor
Qd'ir
~ dir
~button = button
it idle
910cation ~ OUTSID~
else
ilocatlon = lNSIDE
I!nd
end
det

= arg~

$elevators(args! * self
rnob.textOutl"Elevator (R.(iparent) .• (iid)(x Hervice name set to
(R~{args) IX. \r\n")

UP
~ 1
DOWN = 2
~

Page 2/5 ,

$elevators.deletc(nameJ

Node

<

elevator.rb

Apr 05, 03 21 :20

require "node.rb"
require "elevdoor.rb"
class Elevator
NONE = 0

by Kevin Radloff

end
de! onLoad
na~e

= Q~ettlngsl·ejevname"l
= self

$elovators(namc]

end
def

process
if idlr == NONE ~~ !iinWalt
If Qquoue.ernpty? ~~ !Qwaiting.empty?
liqueue.pushliwaiting.shiftl
updateDestination
end
if liqueue.ernpty?
updateDestination
if idestloc > iloc
Qdir = UP
aaeh-mob ( ImJ m.textOut{'The elevator starts movlng.\r\n"))
Seq. queue (5) ( move)
elai! idestloc < lilac
n ..:_a_ .... ......

1,,",-_•• ~_

n_ .... l_u

v'"', 1'•.11.:.&1 ,,,,uI 'v, &..vvv

,

.fULlJl..i1 ~t-''''''VI~lfV'~.~.n.v!

-

- - - -

elevatororb

Apr 05, 03 21 :20

.'v

~~

@loe

if

-=

lJ

~loc

£= idestloc
eaeh-.Jllob ( Iml m.textOuU"The elevator stops,\l;\n") }
$.eq, queue I 5) ( complete ('idest) )
e,lsif 910c ._= idestl oe • STOPl:JJ.ST
eac.h._mob ('1m.! m.t.extOut("1'.he elev(l~or slows gown,\r\n")
Seq.que~e(5) { move}
eise
$eq.queue(5) ( move)
end

else
comDaetelides~)

end
end
el s if lidir == liIP
iqueue = f'indIntermediateCalls (UP) . son • ,"queue
updatePestination
elsif idir == DOWN
iqueu,e = 'fl,nd! ntennediateColls (POWN I . sor't. reverse • iqueue
updateDestinatlon
end

elevatororb

Apr 05, 03 21 :20

idir =. DOWN
ea",hJl\ob { I m1m, textOut ("The el evator starta movi n9. \ r\n" ~ )
$eQ.queue(~>
( move )

e.nd
end
det wait
(I'inWa it = t r'ue
$eq.que,ueIHIO) ('
lili.nWat t .= fa lac
close
process

end

det upQC\teDest'l.nal;.iQn
it iiqueue.empty?
idest = iqueue.tlrst
~destloc ~ getLot(@dest.floorl
else

end

idest .= nil
ides t.l oC' = 0

def opeo(cilU)
i f f ,= Qset t i ngs I "(J 00(5" 1 rca l.l . tl 00
if p= uti I .parselD( 'p', f ~O I)
if p.door
9€!.oolC, to= ". (D. r rom, pa r en l) ." ( p. f com. id) "
9door.door.open = tru"
p. door. open .= true
p.trom.each_mob ( Iml
m.te~touE("T~e elevator doors open.\r\n")

eo,d

end
def getLoc(floQrl .
aset ti ng~ I· f 1 QOP;'· J I noor) ~ 11
onel
def f indlntermeuiateCa,Us (d 1 r)
calls ~ Array.new
@waiEing.eaeh ( lei
pf'j,nt (·cheek\n")
eallO;: dix
when UP
i f (lc.dlr III c.Mr == UPI 6-"
getLoe(c.floor> > @Loc • STOPDTST
getLot(c.floor) <= ~destloc
pr-int ("moo\ n· ~
calls. push I c)
"nd
whon DOWN
it (ie.cJlir II e.d!r =,= DOWN) &6
getLoc(e.floor> < @loc - STOPDTST
getLoc(c,floor) >= @destloc
print (" spork \It" )
ea lls. push (c)
end
end

)

eaeh_mob ( I mI
m, textOut ("'he elevato:- doors open. \ r\n" )
end
end

~&

end
end
def close
if f = @seuing'sl"Uoor's"I[@floof'1
i f p = Uti1.parsoLD('p', flo))
i.f p. door
~door. d,oor. op'en .= fa 150
p.dbOf'.opeo • false
~.from.each~mob ( Iml
m.textQut(OThe elevator doors close.\r\m")

~&

)

each~mob {

}

caLls.each ( lei 9waii:ing.deleto·(c)

I mI

rn. t'cxtOut I "The e1 eva tor doof's

)

end

<;

lose, \ r\ n")

end
end

def move
cas" "d'i f'
"Ihen NONE
when UP

end
end
def

.=
L~ 910e == @destloc
each_inob ( Iml m.. textOut I °The elevator stD'ps.\r\n") }
$eq.queu~(5) ( complete(~destl )
elaif @loe == @desLloe - StOPDI$T
eachJl\ob ( Iml m.textOut I "The elevator 8.10IN5 dOINn.\r\o")
$~q . quew' I ~) { move }
eJ.se
$eq.queue(5) { move }
end
~loe

when DOWN

Sunday May 16,2003

eomple~e(ealll

@.dir = NONE
ijfloor = call .tloor
Gqueue.eaCb { let
if e == = eel I i
c.button.deactivate
ti!qupue.dfl1etple)
end.
)

@INaitlng.each { lei
if e ~,"~ call
c. but ton. deaeti vat,e

.lbase/speclaltalevalor.rb
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Printed by Kevin Radloff

elevator.rb

Apr 05,0321 :20

Page 515

elevbutton.rb

May 06,03 13:10

Paga 1/2

Qwaiting.delete(cl
end
I
opcn(calll
~dest ~. n.il
idestloc '" nil
wait
end
det outsldeButtonPushed(button, floor, din
Wwa i t \ng. push I ElevatocCall. new (floor, di C', button) I
process

class El~vatorButton < Jtem
def in\tialize(idl
super (id)
Scarry ~ ta~se
addProperty (. elcvname" , I
Proc .,new ( val I va 1 ),
proe . n~w ( va'l va I ),
Proc. ,new ( mob. a 1'98 I
9settLngsl'elevname"I ~ acgs
mob.textOut("Service name set to ll<"(iugs)(x.\e\n')

I

~nd

J)
addPropcrty (' floor", (
Proe.new ( IvaI val. to_I),
Pepc. new ( val val),
Peoe.new ( mob, aegsl
isettings["floor'] : arg8.to_l
mob,textOut("Button signalling floor (R.(args,to_i)(x.\r\n")

I

det insideButtonpushed(button, flooc)
iwait\ng.pushIRlevatorCall,new(floor. nIl, puLton))
process
end
end

] )

addProperty("dlr", I
Proe. tlew { I va.» I
case val
when "·none"
F.levator: : NONE
wIlen 'up"
Elevator: : UP
when •down "
Elevator: : DOWN
end
I,

Pt"oc.new { Ivall
case val
when Elevator: :NONE
"none"
when Elevator: :UP
"up"
when E:levator:: bOWN
"down"
end
I,

"

Proc. new ( I mob, args'l
cas·e args. downcase
when "nonlo!"
isettings("dir" I : ~~levator: :NON~:
mob. textOut (" Set button d i reetlon to {R. (arg5j (x. \ nn")
when "up"
Qsettlngs("dil'"j - Elevator: :UP
mob.textOut("Set button direction to (R.(args){x.\r\n")
when "down"
llsettings("dir"] ~ Elevator: : DOWN
mob.textOut("Set button direction to (R.(args){x.\r\n"1
e.lse
mob.textOut("Invalid direction.\r\n"l
end
))

Ijactive

~

raIse

end
def on Load
end
detactivate
se 1 f . node. each_mob ( Im'l
m,textOut(".(isdesc) lights up.\r\n"'

.fbase/speciaVelevalor.rb, .lbase/speciaVelevbullon.rb
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'nted by t<ilMri

May 06, 0313:10

elevbutton.rb

Page 2J2.

9active ~ true
1i!1ight ~ §

Mar 17, 0323:40
$elevators

end

=

elevcontrol.rb

Page 1/1

Hash.new

def deactivate
self.node.each-rnob < Iml
m.textOutl'I(9sdesc) dl.ms.\r\n")
}

lifactive .• fa~.se
9light ~ 0
end
dp,f cmd_push(mob. args)
em = EnvMessage.new(EnvMessage: : NORMAL. EnvHcssage:;ACTI0N. mob)
em. videolntensi ty = !>!1v!'!essage: ,vi deo: : ST/\NDl.NG
em.video. "pushes lilisdesc),
mob. Dode. doMessage (em)
if 9active then return end
name '" 9settingst"elevo.ame')
floor·9settings'''floor')
diT
• ~settingsl"dir')
if name && floor && (e ~ $e)evators~name))
dctivate
i f d.ir

e.outsideauttonPushed(self, floor. dir)
else
e.insideButtonVushed(sel~. floo~)

end
end

end
end

Sunday May 18,2003
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Printed by Kevin Radloff
Mar 17, 0323:14
r~quire

"passage.rb"

class ElevatorDoor < Passage
de! initialize(from, to. keyl
superl!rom. to. key)
end
ito

end

~

Page 1/1

May 16, 0323:49
class Eraser < Item
de! initlalize(idl
super lid)
end

de! cmd_crasclmob. args)

end

de! tos I pI
end

elevdoor.rb

P

end

eraser.rb

Pa.ge 1/1

;,unoay May I0,

.'Ud.~II:"~

~uu"
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Printed by l<eWi
Mar 1B, 0316:10

Page 1/1

requ~re "item.rb"
requi.re· "I ightcontrol. rb'

Mar 12, 03 21 :25
$Iights

class Lignt < Jte~
def !niti~lize(id)
supeI: (ld)
icilrry = f·a Ise
addProperty ( 'I icl", I
p.roc.new ( ~vall val ),
Peoe.new ( v~l val ),
Proc.new ( mob, argsl
isettings [" Lid'" I = lugs
mob.texEOut("Set (RW\@parcnt)._{@id){x light

~d

to

~

Ilghtcontrol.rb

Page 1/1

Hash.new

fRW(ar~s).\r\

'1")

JI
add?roperty("ligh~".

~

( I"vaJ I val .. t·o_l l.
Peoe.new ( 'Ivai v~l ),
Proc.new { mob. argsl
if args.to_1 >~ 0
@settlngs I" light "1 = args. to_i
mob.textO~t("Set (RW(@parentl.W(@id){x light to
~l:"oe.new

(R~{args). \r

\n" )

else
end
end

mob.textOut("Invalid number.\r\n")

II

clef onLoaa
Qlight = @setLings["light"J
lid = @seEtings!"lid"]
i f !$lights[lld]
$lightsJ Lid] = I\rea.y .. new
end
$li<)htsllidl.push(seUI
end
ell'

e

0I1Rl'moy·e

$1 ights (lidl .dell!t1dsf!]f)

end
def I igbtOn

alight ~ @settinQs["light"1
node. each_mob ( Iml
if !m.deaf frO. m.position > Mobile, :pos: 'SLEEPING
m.textDut("The lights come on.\r\n"1
cnd
end
c1",f 1 ightOH

(Hight

a

=
l1ode.each=~ob

( Iml
if Pm.deaf &o. m.posltion > Mobile, :pos: ,SLEEPING
m. textOu_t ('The 1igbt.s qo Qut. \ nn')

end

end
end
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lIahtswltch.rb

Mar 16,,0316:09
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Mar 16. '03 16:09

Irequire "item.rb"
irequire "Ilqhtcontrol.rb"
class LightSwitch
attr :on
de!

<

ltem

initiali~e(ld)

super lid)
llcarry = false
addproperty("lld", I
Proc . new { va
val i,
Proc.new ( ,val val),
Peoc.new ( mob. argsl
llsettLngs{"lid"] = args
mob.texLOutl"Set {R.l@parent) .• (llidj{x light ld to (R.(args)(x. \

I II

no")

end

lIaht8wltch.rb

if lion
mob.textOul:("YOu switch the lights off. \r\n")
em ~ EnvMessage,newIEnvMessage: : NORMAL,
EnvMessage: : ACTJON, mob)
e~.audioIntensity ~ EnvMessage, :Audio::WH[SPER
em.videoIntens'lty = EnvMessage: :Video: :STANbING
em.~~dio = "a click"
em. video = "fllcks the li9hts off"
mob. node. doMessage (e.m)
tU.rnOt' f
else
mob.textOut("The lights are already off.\r\n")
end
else
mob.tcxtOut("Do what now?\r\n")
end
else

!)
91 ight = 0
ion = true

der on Load
lid = isettingsl'lid")
i f !$II\1hts(lidl
$1 ights (lidl = I\nay. new
!:lnd
end
def turnOn
lid = Qsettlngs("lld"]
QUght = 0
(jon = true
irdesc = lloldrdesc
SJightsllidl.each ( III
l.lightOn
end
def turnOff
lid = @settlngsl"lid"j
lilight =
aon ~ false
ioldrdesc ~ irdesc.clone
llrd<esc ~ "A light switch glows safEly in the dark."
SJ[gtlts (I idJ . each ( It I
1.lightOff

7"

end
def cmd_switch(mob, arg)
if arg
a rg . downcllSt! ,J
i f arg~: "on"
if ion
mob.textOut(·The lights are already on.\r\n")
elBe
mob.textOutl·You switch the 1~ght5 on.\r\n")
em ~ EnvMessage.new(EnvMesBage: : NORMAL.
EnvMessag,e: : ACTION. mob)
em.audiolntensity = EnvMessage: :Audio: :WHISPER
em.video,lntensity = EnvMessage: :Video: :ST/INDING
em.audio = "a click"
em. video = '''!licks the lights on"
mob.node.doMess4ge(eml
turnOn
end
elsif arg == ·off·

mob.textOut("swltch it on or oft?\r\n")
end
end

end
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Printed by Kevin R

transport.rb

Mar 05.0311 :17
module Transport
attr :frl;>m
attr :to
det initTransport(from.
ifrom = from
ito ~ to
end

t~)

Page 1/1

utll.rb

Mar 17. 0319:39

Page 1/2

module UUl
class FindSpec
attr :all. true
attr :offset, true
attr :count, true
attr : name, true
de! inj t iaLi ze
~al1 ~ false
ioffset ~ 1
icount = 0
Gname
end

deC move(objectl
jf target = Util.par~p.ID(·n·. ito)
iErom.leave(object)
target.enterlobject)
end
end
end
cnd

def to_5
'all:.(ialll ofCset:.(ioffset] counL:.(icount] name:.(iname]"
end

def Util.parseFindSpec(objName)

spec = FindSpec.new
if objNarne =- 1\.(
num" name = objName.~plitl".", I.]
i [ num, = = "a 11 "
spec.all ~ true
spec, name = n.arne
elsiE num =- (I~Q-91(
return nil
else
~pec.off~et = num.to_i
spec.name = name
end
elsiC objName :- 1\'/
num, name: objNaJI\e.split("·". 21
i! num ~- (["0-91(
return nil
else
spec. count ,= mrm. to~l.
if spec.count < 1
return n.1 1
end
spec. name = name
end
else

spec.name
end

= objName

if spec.offset

<

return nU

1-

II

spec.name

==

nU

end
spec.name.downcase!
returr! spec
end
de! Util.pa,seIO(type. idl
i( id =- /"'UO-914)\. IlO-9J')\.7(.Q?/
zid = $1
old = $2
if $zones(zid)
case type
whp.r1 'i'

it obj = $zoneslzidl .ltems(old)
return obj

end
when 'n'
j f obj
$zones l:.lid I [0 lell
return obj
end
when 'm'
0

Sunday May 18,2003
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utll.rb

Mar 17, 03 19:39
it obj ~ $zones[2idJ
return obj

"nu

Page 2J2

when 'p'
it obj = $2ones!zid! laid! .findExic($))
return obj
end
end

class Weather
modale Light
SUN
SUNCLOUDS
end
end

end
end
return nil
end
def Util.getHeadingDift(angA. angB)
angA - angA , 360
angB = angB , 360
if angA < 0 then angA
360 end
if angB < 0 then anQB ~= 360 end
dlff ~ (angA - ang~) .abs
if diff > 180
djff = 360 - diff
en(l
return dift
end

.=

end

18.2003

weather.rb

Mar 12,0318:57

.mob~{oidJ

IT.

=
~

1000
500

Page 1/1
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worldtlme.rb

Mar 12.0322:48

Page 1/2

I

de!

:year
:month
;day
:hour

)

i~itialize(year,

liyear c year
Ijmonth = month
Ij'd'ay = c;l"y
lihol,lr = hour

elsif Ijljhour me Ijljsunset
$players. ea'eh ( l,p I
i,f !.p, dea f 1;,& P .li'OS i t i on > Mobile : : Pc>s: :SLEEP,! NG ....
p.noele.oul;.side
p. textOut ( "Wi th the sunset, the, night has begun. \ nn" I
end

morntll, day, houri

endl

end
.Per i odi c. n,m
Seq. queue (@(jIc-ickLength ' 101 (
Wor.ldTime . .t i ck

def monthNa.me
Ijljmonths[ljmonth-1l
end
eriel

del we.ekDay
dayOfWeek = Ijljday \' !jljweekdays.size - 1
Ijljweekdays\dayO[WeekJ
'

def worldTime.load
F i 1e. open ( •• ( $conJ i 9 \ ' dat a ' I ) (t i'me" , "r") ( I (i 1 e I
[He .,each ( I·i.in.e I
key. val = line.chomp.split(":". 21
case key
when "time"
~~yea~, (jI~mo~tM. @(jIday. @(jIhour =
val.spJit(",', 4).Go'lect ( Inl n.to
when •mon'ths"
@@months ~ val.split('. ")

end
deE 'isDay?

t"etUl:n (lihour >= Ij!jsunl:"ise .... rlhour < {j@.sun!:;etl
lihour < 0
end
de! isNight"!
retur'n Iihour
el'1d

<

II

Ijils un t'i se II IihOUl' >= (j,lisunl>et

when

o

def World'Nme. nqw
WorldTime.new(ljliyear, Ijljmonth,
end

(jljd~y,

Ijlihourl

def WorldTime.mktime(year = -1, month = -1. day
WorldTime.new(year. month. day. houri

=

-1, hour

-11

end

def WorldTime.tickLength
9!jt.icK,Length"
,
end
def WorldTime.tick
• hours start at 0 ..
if @@h~ur < (jljhou.s - ]
@ihour = Ijljhour.succ
else
lj@hOUE = 0
• days start at 1 ..
if Ij'fjelay < (jlljdays
@@day = @@day.succ
else
@~day ,. ]
~ m~nth$ start at 1,.
i f Ii@nionth < Iiimonths'.sizc
@ljmonth ~ Iilimonth.succ
else
{j(imon,th ~ 1
@ljye~r ~ liiyear,Succ
end

i)

~Beasofis"

(jIljseasons = v'!.l.split(","I.coJlect ( In'I' n.to_i
when "weekdays"
~ljweekdaYI = vC\I,split(". ")
wt1cn "dil-Ys'
~lida,ys = va 1. t,o_i
when 'hours"
(jI@nours c val.to_i
@@sunrlse • @(jIhuurs ( 4 • I
~@~unset
~ ~@sunrise + lj@hoUES ( 2
wh"n 'tick"
@@tickLength = v~l .to
end

def <=>(tl
end

Page 2/2

if {jQhour == Ijljsunrise
Splayers.eacn ('Ipi
i.f !p.deaf &&, p"posi't.ion > Mobile::Pos:·,SL8EP[NG H
!?node.ouES1.de
p.t<>xtOl:lt("With the sunrise, the day has begun.\no")
end

cl.ass. World'l'ime
inGlude Comparable
attr
attr
C\tt.
attr

worldtlme.rb

Mar T2, 03 22:48

j

end

de,f

WorldT~me.save

Fi)e.<?p,en("WIS<;on-fig,[ '~at .. '~ )(·time". "w"J ( IEile!
t de, puts (. time: ~ «(j!jyear) .• «(jI(jImonth) . ~ {Ii@da-y} .• (@@'l1our) " I
f i Ie. pu.ts ( "man t.hs : ~ (Q(jImofl'ths . j 0 i t:1 ( , , • ) I " )
,
[i Ie. puts ("seaso~s:'(@ljseasons. join (' .. II")
fi Te .puts ("weekdays:' (a(iweekdays. join (' .. 11" I
tile.puts("days:.{@lidays}")
file.puts("hours:~(aihou~s)")

fj 1e

. pu ts ( , tic k' • (@@t i c!Q-eng t h) " I

eod
end

end

end

Sunday May 18, 2003
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require "entity. rb"
require ·periodic.rb·
class Zone < Entity
include Periodic
$..ones
attr
attr
attr
attr

=

Hash.new

:name, true
:nodes
:mobs
: items

de fin 1t la 11ze lid)
super lid)
8name
Qnodes = Hash.new
Qmobs = Hash.new
Qitems = Hash.new
$zones[idj = self
end
I:

...

der reset
Qnodes.each valuo
node. reset

Inode I

end
def sl,eep
end
det wakeup
end
det Ii III
QnodesliJ
end
det addNode(node. id)
_l,ogger. log ("add: node: _(node)
9nodes rid] = node
end
det removeNode(id)
end

id:~(td)')

det addMob<mob, id)
Qmobs (idl = mob
end
det removeMob(id)
end
det addltem(ltem. id)
eitemslidl = item
end
det removeTtem(id)
end
det to s<color : false)
it-color
return 'Zone {RI(ld)(x <1,selt.typej)\r\nNodes: (R'(9nodes.size.to_
s.rjust(5)) (xlr\nHobiles: {RI{Qmobs.size,to_s.rjust 15)) lx\r\nrtems: IR.{llitems.s
I z e . to_5 . r j us tiS) ) (x I r\ n"
else
return "Z,nne • (id) (I (se 1 t. type) I I nnNodes: • (inodes. 5 i ze. to_s. rjus
tiS) )lr\nMobilos:.(Qmobs.size.to_s.rjust(5) )\rlnItems: I(llitems,size.to_s.rjust
(5) Inn"
end
.,nd
end

Jb

Mar 11,0319:31

zone.rb
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May 08,0316:42

require ·telnetiac.cb·
require ·ansi.rb·
class Client
LOGIN
PASSWD

= 0
~ 1

2
• 3

PROMPTC~EATE c

CREAT];:
PLAY

=4

attr :socket
attr :no,Prompt, true
det initializelsocketl
~socket
.. socket
~closed
c
false
~inbuf
~ ••

= Arr~y.new

~outbuf

end

9state
= LOGIN
9noPrompt
= false
9needPrompt = true
IiIn.aJlIe
= "
iplayer
= nil
.putlAC(Telnet: :00. Teinet: :TELOPT_LI'NEMOOE)
put I "Nam'!: "I

a~tr_accessor

:socket.

:pl~y~r

der get
t"lxt = ~inbut .sl lcelll~. '7\r\nl)
return teKt.chop
end
deC put (text)
ioutbuf « text
end
det putfACI'cmds)
text = ""
te~t «
Telnet::IAC
cmds . Poach ( I t I
text « t
)

liIoutbu f «
end
deC has input?
return true
false
end

text
~f

iinbuf

w_ I\r\nl

det c.lose
if iplayer
i f iplayer,node
iplayer.node.leavc(iplayerl
end
$players.delete(iplayer)
Player.writeliplayerl
end
hOcket.close
iclosed = true

Page 2/3

end
def finishcreatlon
istate = PLAY
inoPrompt = false
iplayer.deaf ~ false
'iplayer.inputHandler = CommandParser.lnstance
Ijplayer.process('look·)
end

end

ft"lf Glosed?
iclo!;ed
end

deC receive
print ·Walting for input from • (asock"lt) .\n"
tel{t = ,.
while selectl[lisocketJ, nil, nil. 0) != nil
t.ext <~ Iisocket.getc
end

det process
return if !hasInput?
case liI'state
when LOGIN

Sunday May 18. 2003

cllent.rb

name = get()
Logger, 109 I ' name: • • name)
if name. length > 0
iname .. name
If Player.chcck(iname)
putIACITelnet., :'WILL, Telnet: :TELOPT.. P.CHO)
put('Password: 'I
istate ~ PASSWD
else
put ("Name not found. Create a new character? [YIN I "I
&state = PROMPTCREATE
end
else
put I • Invalid name. \ r\nName: "I
end
when PASSWD
passwd= g",t ( )
i f Player:: pas swd (ina.me, passwc!)
IiIstate ~ PL.AY
iplay~r
, Player; :loadlinamc)
iplayer.client ~ self
$players.push(ipJaycr)
putlI'.C~Tclnet: :WONT. Telnet:: TELOPT._(;:CHOI
put (. \r\l1\r\o")
Wplayet:. process (" 1 ook")
else
put('\r\nlnvalid password.\r\nPassword: .)
end
when PROMPTCREATE
text; getl) .downcase
i! text == "y.
Iiplayer= Player. new (riname)
$players.pushl@playerl
Ijplayer.deaf = (['ue
&player.client ~ self
aplayer.lnputHandller = Cr:eator.new(self1
astate = CREATE
elsiC text == "0"
listate '" LOGIN
put I"Name: .)
end
when CREAT!!:
text = get()
Logger .log ('M (text)")
ap layer. process (tel<t I i.e tel{t ! = ."
inoPl'ompt =, true
when ,PLAY .
if liplayer.busy?
text .. get I)
iplayer.processltcxt)
ineegPrompt = true
end
end

'/client.rb
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Printed by Kevin Radlon

cllent.rb

May 08,0316:42
if textlOl t

Page 313

Mar OS, 03 16:33

==

Telnet::l.\C
Logger. log ('Got lAC: ' • text I
, do stuff? like this? : I
it textll] "~Telnet::Se
text.sll<.:e! (/A IA\2~01.\240f)
else
text.slice! (0 .. 2)
end

$config

~

confla.rb

Page 1/1

~a~h.new

$con,Hg I 'datil 'J = '/homel radkadel /pr j lemel src Idata/'
Sconflgl'pfiles') = $conf1g~"data'l < 'pflles'
Seon,! l!g I 'world" I = "/homel radkadel Iprj leme/src /wor Id/'

end
Iiinbuf < text
print 'Done waiting. \n"
end

clef send
bytes = a
if !ioutbuf.empty?
if istate == PLAY && @needPrompt == false
ioutbuf.unshift("\r\n")
elsif Iistate =~ PLAY &_& ineedPrompt =~ true '" !inopr0"1pt
@olltbu( . push (" \ nn (x, (liplayer. prompt) ')
@needprompt = false
end
while Itext = ioutbuf.shift) ,. nil
bytes <= i~ocket.write(text.ansi!I
end
end
ret Uri') bytes
end

"md

Sunday May 18, 2003
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cor•.rb

Mar 29,0315:26

'!/usr/bin/ruby -w
require 'socket'
require 'thread'
requ ire 'fcnt 1 '
req~ire 'string.rb'
require 'conlig.rb'
require 'world.rb'
IlreQUire 'client.rb'
; r,equ! re 'eventqueue. rb'
DEBUG

be.gi n
if

end

Page 212

cl ients. delete· (aCl lent I
aClient. close

)

else
clients.cactl ( laCiientl
if aClient.socket == s
print "Receiving from: '(s).\n"
acUent.r;eccive
print • process in.a: • (5} . \n"
end

=1
end
OF-BUG

$stdout.sync = true
end
Seq
c EventQueue. new
Splayers
Array. new
dients co [J
server
" TCPServer.new('O'.
[serverl
"ocks
nsock
nil
time
Time.new

end

end

end

(ARGV,/OJ

II SOOOI.to_i)

world.boot()
loop I
nsock

sel e,ct (.socks, ni 1. n 11. 0 I

clien~s.each

( Iclientl cllent.process
$eq.run
clients.each I Iclientl
if cllent.closed?
clients.deletelcllentl
socks.delete(cllent.socltet)
else
cllent.send
end
~client.proccss

begin
• Delay for O.ls - time takAn in the last loop
delta = Time.new - time
delta = 0.1 - delta
if delta> 0
sleep(delta)
end
time = Til1le.new
n.ext
end if nsock =~ nil
pri nt nsock,

"\n"

for s In nsock[OJ
if s ,," s.erver
newsock = s.accept
s.fcntlIFcntl: :F_SETFL, Fcntl:
s.sync. ~ true

:O_NONB~OCK)

socks,pushln~wsock)

r.llents.push(Cllent.newlnewsockl)
pri·n.t "New connection: '(s). In"
else
i(

Sunday May" 8, 2003

s.eof1
print ·Connection lost: .(5).\n"
socks,deletels)
clients.each ( laClientl
if aClient,socket ~= s

I

./core.rb

j
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eventaueue.rb

1:3:~5
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class Event
attr :cmd
attr :delta. tr-ue
det

i~itial~zc(cmd,

delta)

icmd : cmd
Qdelta ~ delta

Mar 11, 03 19;39

def Loader.doRecurse(dir-)
$: «dir
D1 r. ehdi r (di r)
oi r. torcach (d i r) ( I entry I
if entry ~- 1'\.1
next
end
it. File.stilt (dir .• '1" • entry). file? &., entry - 1\. rb$1
L09ger.log("t,oadinq: '(dir) I' (entry)",
J.,ogLevel: : INFO)
begin
r.equl re ent ry
rescue SyntaxF.rror. NameEr-ror ~> error
Logger.logl"\n" • 'Error- loading" • dir • "/" • entry •
":\n" • errol' • "\n". LogLcvel: : ERROR)
end
elsif ~'il".stilt(dir • "I' • entry) .director-y?
Loadel'.doRe~urseldir • ' I ' • entry)
end

det exec
begin
cmd,call
rescue rndexError, ~yntaxE(ror, NameError. TypeErr-or,
ArgumentError =~ er-ror
Logger.log('\nError in EventQueue:\n8(er-r-or.backtrace.reverse.join(\
"\n\") l\nH(error)",
Log Leve 1.: : ERROR)
end
end
end
• DEI,TA QUEUE I J.,OVE YOU
class EventQueue
def inltialize
Ii'queue = r 1
end

det queue(ofrset, &emu)
it Qqueue.empty?
9queue.pushIEvent.new(cmd. offset)
else
catch(:uone) (
9queue.each_inrlex ( Iii
.Logger.log(iqueue.join(',"»
if iqueuelij .delta > olfset
igueuelil.delta -: offset
iqueuelll = (Event.newlcmd, offset). iqueuelll I
iqueue . f la t ten!
throw :done
end
offset -. i~ueue(lJ .delta
fLogger.log(iqueue.join(',"))
)
iqueue.push(Event.new(cmd, offset»
end
end
end

Page 1/1

class Loader
de! Loader. loadRecurse (dirl
currPath = Oir.pwd
J.,oader.doRccurse(oir-.pwa • 'I" • dir)
Dir.chdir(currpathl
end

end

def run
if ! (iqueue.empty?)
while Qqueue.first " Qqueue.first.delta
a
9queue.shift.exee
end
if iQueue. first
liqueue.first.delta = liqueuc.tirst.d~lta - 1
Hpr inc ('queue: dcer-tlm!!nt (H (lilqueuQ. t irs t. de 1 ta) 1 \n" )
end
end
end

loader.rb

e.nd

end

Printed by Kevin Fl.,

Feb 05, 03 13:37

logger.rb

Page 1/1

module ~ogL.evel
.. 0
DEBUG
.. 1
INFO
NOTICE .. 2
WI\RNniG .. 3
: 4
ERROR
CRJT
: 5
: 6
ALERT
: 7
EM ERG
end,

Page 1/1

require "ansi.rb"
class String
der to_c(ba~e_class ~ Kernel)
pa th = Be If. gsup (j ; : ,.. ' . ' ) . sp 11 t 1/ \ , /I
return 0<11 if path. empty?
beg!:n
c ~ berse_class: :ccmst_get path,shjft
path.each ( I'il c = c: :const_get I ) if path
rescue NameKrror • Catch when this isn't the name of a class
return ni 1
end
c
end

class Logger
Ulog : nil
def Logger.inlt(logFilel
begin
i~log : File.open(!ogFile, "a"}
rescue Fl1eError
Sstde,rr,print "Error! Unable to open 10g(11e"
end
end

strlng.rb

May 08, 03 13:45

def wrap(cols : 78)
text: self .clon·..
H tex t. chomp!
tail = '\r\rt"
PoIse
tall r:: " ..
end
text, gsub! (( \ r7 \ n / ,
Offset ~ cols

10gFile, "!\n"

deE Logger.hoq{message. level = LogLevel::NOTlCE)
message: message.to_s
logMessage = String.new(Tlme.now,to_s • " ")
if level >= LogLevel::ERROR
logMessage « caller,to_s

'I

while text,si7.e > offset && offset c text.size • cols
" ignore ~on~printed characters
~oxt'offset-cols, offset! .scant/\(I.I/) ( It I
if ANSI: :TRANS[Sl)
offset: offset • 2
end

els~

logMe~sage «
caller,first
end
logMessage c< ": ' • message,chomp • '\n"

if ialog
~ Log everything to stderr right now.
lif level >= LogLevol: :WARNING
SRtderr,print logMe8s4ge
lend
i~log,print }ogMessage

offset: loffset. text.s1ze-ll,min
i f br : tcxt.rindBx(' '. offset)
text[br) : "\r\n"
end
of [set • = cots

~lse

end

t .. x't «

$stderr,print logMessage
end
end

tail

text

end

end
end
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telnet'ac.rb

Feb 19, 03 21 :24

Pll.ge 112

Feb 19,03 21 :24

Modified from /usr/include/arpa/teloet.h
Copyright (C) 1983, 1993
The Regents of tho University of California.

1'.1]

rights reserved.

Red istribut 101'1 and use in source and binary formo~, wi th or without
rnodltioation, al'e pt!rmitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
'.. Redistd'butions o~ source code must reta.in t.he above copyright
no·tice, th Is list of condl t ions and the foB.owing discla imer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce tile above copyright
notice. this list ot conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
4. Neither the name of the University nor the naJ!les of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote producr:s dl;!"rived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

I'
••

TH[S SOPTWA'RE IS "~OVHlED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRI.BUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPL1ED WARRANTIES. INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO. THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILIT~ AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE D,ISCLAIM.ED, IN NO EVENT StlALL TH,r:; REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BJ:: LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIA~. EXEMPLARY. OR CONSEQUENTIAL
D...MAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIH1TElD TO. PROCURE!'fENT Or' SUtlSTtTUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS or USE. OAT.... OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS lNTERRUPTION)
~OWEVER CAUS~n AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT I INCLUDING NKGLIGENCE OR OT~ERWJSEl ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, F.VEN IF' ADVISED OF THE POSSIBIL1TY OF
SUCII DI\MAGE,
i<'!telnet.h

8.2 (Berkeley) 12/15/93

module Telnet
rAC
255
DON'!'
254
DO
253
WONT
252
WJLL
251
51!
250
GA
249
EL
248
c
247
EC
..
246
"''iT
AO
245
II'
244
BREAK
243
242
PM
NOP
241
SE
240
EOR
239
ABORT .. 238
SUSP c 237
XEOP
236
TELOPT_BINARY
TELOPT_ECHO
TELOPT_RCP
TEDOPT_SGA
TELOPT_.N.r.HS
TELOPT_5TATUS
TELOPT_TM
TELOPT_RCTE
TELOPT_NAOL
TELOPT_NAOP
TELOPT_NAOCRD
TELOPT-NAOHTS
T£LOPT_NAOHTD
TELOPT--.NAOFFD
TELOPT--.NAOVTS
TELOPT-NAOVTD

end

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

interpret as command:
you are not to use option
please, you use option
1 won't use option
1 will use option
interpret as subnogotiation
you may reverse the l~nc
erase the current Line
erase the current Character
a;,e you t'tJere
abort output--but let prog finish
Lnterrupt proccss--permanently
break
data mark--for connect. cleaning
nop
end sub negotiation
end of record (transparent mode)
"'bort process
Suspend process
N IOnd of file: EOr' is al.ready used, ..

=0
=]

.. 2
• 3
~ 4
~ 5
= 6
= 7
=8
=9
= 10
~ 11
= 12
= 13
= 14
= 15
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8-bit data path
echo
prepare to reconnect
suppress go ahead
approx.lmate message si,ze
give status
timing mark
remote controlled transmission and echo
negotiate about output Line width
negotiate about outpu~ page size
negotiate about CR disposi'tion
ne90tiate about horizon~al tabstops
negoti.ate about horizont<ll tab disposition
negotiaLe about formfeed disposition
negotiate about vertical tab stOps
negotiate about vertical tab disposition

,/telnellac.rb

telnet'ac.rb

TELOPT_NAOLFD • 16
negotiate about output LF di~positiqn
TELOPT XASCII ~ 17
extended ascii chdracter set
TELOPT=LOGOUT ~ 18
torce logout
TELOPT_BM
~ 19
byte macro
TELOPT_DET
= 20
data entry terminal
TE~OPT_$UPDUP = 21
supdup protocoi
TELOPT_SUPDUPOUTPUT
22 • supdup output
TELOPT SNDLOC = 23
send location
TELOPT=TTYPE c 24
terminal type
TELOPT EOR
= 25
end or record
TELOPT-TUID
= 26
TAC"'CS user identification
TELOPT:OUTMRK = 27
output marking,
TELOPT TTYLOC = 28
te~mina1 locatlon number
TELOPT=3270~~GrME = 29
• 3270 regime
TELOPT_XJPAD = 30 • X.3 PAD
TELOPT NAWS
= 31 • window size
TELO,PT=TSPEED = 32 • terminal speed
TELOPT LFLow = 33 • remote flow control
TELOPT=LINEMODE = 34 • Linemode option
TELOPT=XDISPLOC = 35 • X Display Location
TELOPT_OLQ.ENVIRON = 36
• Old - Environment vari3ble$
TELOPT_AUTHENTrC~TJON= 37' Authenticate
TELOPT_ENCRYPT = 38 • Encr~ption option
TELOPT_NEW_ENVIRON = 39
• ~ew - EnvironmenL variables
TELOPT_EXOPL = 255 • extended-options-List
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world.rb

Mar 13, 03 11 :20

Page 1/1

require 'logger.rb'
r,eQui re 'l.oader. rb'
World
de! World. boot
Logger.init('messages',

c1~ass

Loader.loadRecur8e('ba~e')
LayoUt::Loader.load('world/Ozon~.data'l

Layout: : Loader. load ('wor Id/1 zone. data" I
worldTime.l.oad
at_exit ( World. exit )
Seq.queue(WorldTlme.tickLcngth • 10) (
WoddTime. tick
)

each_val ue (
z.reset

$7.000>.5.

Iz I

end
de[ World.exlt
WorldTime.save
end

end
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